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Executive Summary 
As directed by the Commission on August 19, 2015, staff held a Public Involvement Meeting on 
October 29, 2015, to identify concerns and gather public input on how to improve the 
Broadway/Warm Springs/Ave B intersection. In addition to the PIM, the public was invited to 
participate in an online survey. Information gathered at the meeting and the online survey confirmed 
the need to address several problems identified in the project scope of work, including: 

 A lack of bicycle facilities to help bicyclists navigate the intersection and connect to bicycle 
routes in the area. 

 The perceived & real challenges for pedestrians, especially those with disabilities, to navigate 
the intersection. 

 The future intersection vehicular Level of Service (LOS) fails to meet agency standards. 

 Intersection compatibility with the existing and future land uses including a major regional 
medical facility.  

 

The purpose of this work session is to review the project status and propose next steps for public 
involvement and alternative development for Commission consideration and direction. 

 

Facts & Findings 

The project team has done extensive outreach to stakeholders and the public to gather information 
about how the intersection operates and gather ideas for how to make improvements. Staff and 
consultants have met personally with: business owners, St. Luke’s Hospital, the Boise Bicycle Project, 
Boise State University, Ada County Paramedics, Bannock Arms residents, the East End Neighborhood 
Association, and both the ACHD Bicycle Advisory Committee and ADA Advisory Committee. 
Attachment 1 (Summary of Stakeholder Interviews) summarizes each of these stakeholder interviews. 
At the December 1st city council work session, Boise City Council provided general input for the project. 



I anticipate receiving an official letter from the city indicating their position and will present this letter 
at the work session. Attachment 2 (Initial Community Input Summary), details the outreach done to 
the general public and ideas and comments gathered from that effort. The following is an overview of 
the general public participation. 

Overview- 

 140 attended the public open house 

 70 participated in a facilitated discussion at the open house (see page 7 for discussion notes) 

 89 completed an open house comment sheet (see page 14 for a verbatim transcription of 
comment sheets) 

 161 completed the online survey (see page 14 for a verbatim transcription of online survey 
comments) 

 60 comments recorded on project area maps (see page 115 for a verbatim transcription of map 
comments) 

 
Fiscal Implications 
The adopted Integrated Five Year Work Plan indicates that design is programmed for 2017, right-of-
way acquisition in 2018, and construction in 2019 for this intersection. The City of Boise has 
encouraged ACHD to advance the project to be constructed sooner. Impact fees being collected can 
only be spent on impact fee eligible expenses which may not be included in all alternatives. 
  
Policy Implications 
Based on stakeholder input and due to the unique urban environment of this intersection, the project 
team is considering evaluation criteria that include context sensitive design principles. Based on these 
principles it is possible that some of the alternatives developed may not significantly improve the long 
term vehicular level of service at this intersection. 
 
The project team will be evaluating all the public and stakeholder input received as alternatives are 
developed for the Commission’s consideration on February 3, 2016. A second Public Involvement 
Meeting to review alternatives is anticipated to take place on March 31, 2016. In general, public input 
has suggested five high level approaches to improve the intersection: 
 

1. A multi-lane roundabout 
2. Reconfiguring the intersection to improve bicycle and pedestrian safety and connectivity, but 

minimal improvements for vehicles 
3. Intersection expansion to improve traffic flow 
4. Disconnecting Broadway Ave and Avenue B and encouraging traffic into the downtown grid 

network 
5. Leave the intersection as-is, but divert bicycle and pedestrian connectivity to alternative routes 

and make improvements there 
 
 
Attachments: 
 

1. Summary of Stakeholder Interviews 
2. Initial Community Input Summary 
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Memorandum 
To:  Doug Camenisch, Parametrix  
From:  Rosemary Curtin, RBCI 
Date: June 19, 2015 
Re: Broadway / Avenue B / Warm Springs Intersection 

ACHD Project No. 315021 
Summary of communications and outreach interviews  

 
The Broadway/Avenue B/Warm Springs project team has conducted a series of stakeholder meetings. 
The purpose of these meetings was to introduce the project, gather initial input and identify issues 
and concerns that need to be addressed. This memo summarizes the interviews with stakeholders. 
 
The meetings were held one-on-one or in a small group format. During the stakeholder meetings, 
participants had a roll plot map of the current intersection to refer to as they identified their issues 
and concerns. 
 
An interview with one of the key stakeholders is still in the process of being scheduled. Input from the 
senior community and Bannock Arms complex is not included in this summary.  

Interviews  
The purpose of the interviews was to identify issues and concerns. Through the interviews, RBCI 
learned and documented:  

• What works well at the intersection 
• What does not work at the intersection 
• Suggestions for improvements 
• Other issues and concerns 

 
Highlights of the responses to each interview question are presented beginning on page 3 of this 
document and are the foundation for several key findings on page 2. A list of interview participants, 
interview questions and a transcription of interview notes are included in the appendices of this 
document. 
 
RBCI would like to thank all participants for their willingness to be open and gracious throughout the 
interview process.  

RAshby
Typewritten Text
Attachment 1
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Key Findings 
The key findings for the interview process have been developed from listening, transcribing notes, 
summarizing and identifying common themes. Key findings are the most important and insightful 
information learned from the interview process. It is important to note that participants’ responses 
varied widely and were sometimes contradictory.  
 

• Most participants indicated, in spite of their many concerns, the intersection operates fairly 
well for vehicles. The most often heard concerns included: 

o There is a great amount of traffic congestion and conflict between the multiple modes 
of transportation (vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians) that travel through the 
intersection. Some participants said that traffic flows smoothly through intersection 
while others said it is extremely congested. 

o Cyclists often avoid this intersection due to the high amount of vehicular traffic and 
multiple conflict points between bicyclists and vehicles.  

o Many pedestrians travel through the intersection, and there is room for improvement 
to enhance the safety of pedestrians. 

 
• Most participants were sensitive to the urban and historic nature of the area but also want  

motorists to move efficiently through the intersection.  
o The improvements should focus on creating a better balance between all the modes of 

transportation that use the intersection, while also improving connectivity between 
neighborhoods, downtown Boise, BSU and St. Luke’s.  

o Participants expressed that they do not want the intersection design to be large and 
massive (such as the Curtis/Fairview intersection design). Many participants said they 
would be willing to accept some delay when traveling through the intersection.  
 

• Of the participants who were asked, the majority said they do not want lanes removed from 
Avenue B. Several participants were interested in options for a different lane configuration, or 
supported removing lanes from Avenue B.  

 
• It is a large and complex intersection for pedestrians to travel through, especially for the 

elderly and disabled who require more time to cross the street. In particular, the free-running 
right-turns are difficult to cross. Some participants said that the pedestrian crosswalks work 
well while others said the intersection is very dangerous and difficult to navigate for 
pedestrians. 

 
• Many cyclists avoid this intersection because there are multiple conflict points for bicycles and 

vehicles. Many cyclists use Jefferson Street as an alternate route.  
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Highlights of Interview Responses 
Interview participants were asked a variety of questions about the Broadway / Avenue B /  Warm 
Springs intersection. The following section summarizes the most commonly heard responses for each 
question.  
 
While key themes for each question were identified, the responses between questions were 
sometimes contradictory. 
 

1. What works well at the intersection? 
The most often-repeated responses to this question included:  
 

• The current intersection, even with five legs, moves a great amount of traffic, pedestrians 
and cyclists through it.  
 

• The east/west traffic flow is one of the better aspects of the traffic operations at the 
intersection.  

 
• Some participants said that the configuration of the intersection provides multiple access 

points to their businesses, which they find beneficial.  
 

• Many participants said that pedestrian movement through the intersection works well, 
particularly the pedestrian signal crossing at Main Street and Idaho Street, just west of the 
intersection.  
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2. What does not work well at the intersection? 
The most often-repeated responses to this question included:   
 

• There is a great amount of traffic congestion and conflict between the multiple modes of 
transportation (vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians) that travel through the intersection.  

 
• The intersection can be difficult and dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists to travel through. 

o It can be especially hard for the elderly and disabled who require more time to cross 
the street.  

o The free-running right-turns are hazardous for cyclists and pedestrians to cross.  
 

• Cyclists often avoid this intersection due to the high amount of vehicular traffic and multiple 
conflict points for bicyclists and vehicles.  

o Many cyclists use Jefferson Street as an alternate route to avoid this intersection.  
 

• Left turns for vehicles can be problematic.  
o Many participants commented that in particular, traffic turning left from Warm Springs 

onto southbound Broadway conflicts with traffic coming out of the free-running right-
turn lane from Main Street onto Broadway.  
 

• Limited sight distance at the intersection makes it complicated for all types of users to 
navigate through the intersection. Sight distance is particularly a problem due to the 
Broadway curve on the south side of the intersection and the Fort Street curve at the 
Fort/Avenue B/Jefferson intersection.  
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3. Suggestions for improvements? 
The most often-repeated responses to this question included:   
 

• Most participants were sensitive to the urban and historic nature of the area but also 
understand that improvements need to be made to help all modes move safely and efficiently 
through the intersection. 

 
• Improvements should focus on creating a better balance between all the modes of 

transportation that use the intersection, while improving connectivity between 
neighborhoods, downtown Boise, BSU and St. Luke’s.  

 
• Take into account that traffic will continue to increase and make improvements for future 

capacity, not just the amount of traffic that flows through the intersection today. 
 

• Of the participants who were asked, the majority said they do not want lanes removed from 
Avenue B.  
 

• Several participants were interested in options for a different lane configuration, or supported 
removing lanes from Avenue B.  

 
• Suggestions for improvements to the intersection included:  

o Lowering the speed limit.  
o Adding dedicated bicycle lanes.  
o Adding bike boxes and arrows.  
o Installing bicycle specific signalization into the traffic signal operation system.  
o Narrow the width of lanes for vehicles.  
o Adding buffered bicycle lanes on Main and Idaho streets that connect and pass 

through the intersection.  
o Removing crosswalks from the street and instead, create over or under crossings for 

pedestrians.  
o Consider removing on-street parking along Warm Springs near the intersection. 
o Consider roundabouts. 
o Consider a “protected intersection” design.  
o Integrate a wayfinding system for St. Luke’s into the intersection improvements.  
o Divert bicyclists away from the intersection entirely and direct them to use an 

alternate route via the Greenbelt. 
o Make the pedestrian and bicycle improvements consistent with and connected to the 

Broadway bridge improvements. 
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4. Other issues or concerns  
Specific included:  
 

• If Jefferson is closed, it would pose a concern for cyclists. 
• Several participants said they would be interested in learning more about how reducing lanes 

on Avenue B would be implemented.  
• There are more houses being built in the area so improvements should take into account 

increased traffic.  
• Parking for Dona Larsen events is an issue. Boise State has an agreement to use the 

Washington Group’s parking lot for event parking.  
• Many nursing students travel back and forth between St. Luke’s and BSU’s campus. They have 

looked at shuttle options but schedules will not allow for this option. 
• This is the main route for the East End neighborhood to and from downtown. 
• Public transportation needs to be part of the solution to congestion.   
• This is a flood zone. This needs to be kept in mind when planning. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A – Broadway/ Avenue B/ Warm Springs Interview Participants 
 

• East End Neighborhood Association  
• ACHD Bicycle Advisory Council 
• Boise Bicycle Project 
• Jeff Hull, St. Luke’s Regional Medical Center 
• Nicole Nimmons, Boise State University 
• Dr. Ron Storey, Storey Chiropractic 
• Hawkins Properties 
• Jackson’s 
• Shawn Rayne, Ada County Paramedics 
• ACHD American with Disabilities Act Advisory Committee 
• Deanna Smith, Idaho Smart Growth and bicycle community member 
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Appendix B: Interview Questions 
 

1. What works well at the intersections? 
 

2. What does not work well at the intersection? 
 

3. Suggestions for improvements? 
 

4. Other issues or concerns? 
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Appendix C: Transcriptions of Interview Notes 

1. What works well at the intersection? 
• Though it has a unique configuration, it moves a lot of vehicles through it. 
• The free rights allow vehicles to bypass the signal to turn right. 
• The closely-spaced traffic signals prevent speeding, which provides a value to pedestrians 

crossing the street.  
• Feels like vehicles are sensitive to pedestrians due to the proximity to the hospital.  
• They do not feel that this intersection is overly congested.  
• Overall pedestrian crossings are good. 
• East West traffic flows pretty well except when going to Dona Larsen Park. 
• No comments 
• Pedestrian movement.  
• Flashing yellow light for left turns. 
• There is plenty of time to cross the street safely using the crosswalk on Warm Springs to 

Avenue B. 
• Like 4 lanes on Avenue B. 
• Front Street moves people through downtown efficiently. 
• Overall the intersection works well.  EMS can use the center turn lane to get through traffic 

to/from an emergency response. 
• Pedestrian crossing on Main Street. 
• LOS F for a few peak hours is not a problem. LOS F for most of the day would be a problem. 
• Access in and out of their property. 
• The center turn lanes left in and left out of their property.  
• Currently have 3 full access points. All access points have been approved.  
• Visibility of their business when driving South on Avenue B is very good. 
• Overall the traffic operations at the intersection are okay.  
• Traffic commuting East and West flows well – including those just west of the intersection to 

cross Idaho and Main. 
• Multiple access points to property are good for business. 
• Pedestrian crosswalks are working well. 
• He drives this intersection many times throughout the day. He feels it functions fairly well. 
• Pedestrian crossing on Idaho works well. It serves the 1100 employees that use the parking 

garage (660 spaces) south of the crossing. 
• There are ambulances accessing St. Luke’s off of Avenue B. Have no issues with access. 
• Sometimes can be difficult turning left when it is congested. 
• Rarely sees accidents. 
• Ingress and egress from his office runs smoothly. 
• He does not believe there is a lot of need to improve this intersection. 
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• Patients leaving his property will turn East on Warm Springs, left on Avenue C, left on 
Jefferson, and left on Avenue B to go south on Broadway, or turn right on Idaho to go West. 
This works well. 
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2. What does not work well?  
• 5-way intersection configuration is challenging. 
• Avoid the intersection as a pedestrian 

o Requires crossing twice 
o Complex, difficult to navigate 
o Very busy 

• Lots of congestion.  
• Most cyclists avoid this intersection by using Jefferson. That will not be an option if Jefferson 

is closed. 
• Left turns at Warm Springs to Avenue B (all directions) can be very problematic. 
• Cyclists cut through the St. Luke’s parking lot (at Front Street). 
• Difficult pedestrian crossing at free right from Main to southbound Broadway. 
• Northbound queues during rush hour. 
• The intersection is very congested. There are alternate routes that drivers do not take. 
• This is not a traditional four corner intersection, there are cars coming from all directions.  
• Most cyclists use Jefferson Street to bi-pass this intersection. This is not a safe intersection for 

cyclists to use.  
• Cyclists that cross through that intersection have to be extremely cautious of cars turning 

right. It is very dangerous. 
• Cyclists continuing down Broadway and crossing the intersection joining Avenue B also have 

to compete with traffic coming down Warm Springs.  
o The free running right at the intersection is difficult for cyclists to cross.  

• Extremely congested. 
o Not just from motorists but overall just very busy 

• Visibility while traveling on Fort St. down to Jefferson St. There are many blind spots. 
• Blind Spots are a problem for pedestrians and cyclists. They need to be able to see what is 

coming ahead. 
• This is a highly congested area. Difficult to use due to back-ups/congestion. 
• The traffic flow for the East End Neighborhood relies on this intersection. 
• There is a senior population that walks in that area.  

o Their needs must be considered. 
• Pedestrians have been hit at Reserve and Fort. 

o Trying to turn on and off Reserve is impossible. Especially from 4-6 p.m. 
o Ped/Bike conflict with vehicles at Reserve/Avenue B.  

• Not a good bike route. There is too much traffic. 
• Westbound to southbound left puts you in the middle of traffic if you’re on a bike. 
• Difficult to make left turn from Warm Springs onto southbound Broadway and then get into 

right turn lane to go west on Front. 
• A lot of conflict between traffic coming down Warm Springs turning left with traffic using the 

free running right turn from Main to southbound Broadway. It is a very dangerous merges for 
both vehicular and bicycle traffic.  

• Intersection of Park and Walnut does not work. 
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• Jefferson is truly the alternate route for this area. If Jefferson is closed, this intersection will 
become much more problematic. 

• Any summer activity at Dona Larsen, Idaho Botanical Gardens, Shakespeare Festival, and 
Warm Springs becomes a parking lot. 

• There is congestion. This is not much of an issue for EMS since they can use on-coming traffic 
lanes during a response. 

• The free right turn coming from Main St. merging onto southbound Broadway with the traffic 
coming from Warm Springs. Creates a difficult and congested situation. 

• Visibility is poor because of the trees on Broadway in front of the Chiropractor office and in 
areas of Avenue B, Idaho and Main. This is particularly an issue for EMS traveling southbound 
in the on-coming traffic lanes. 

• Bicyclists avoid the intersection of Avenue B and Broadway because it is unsafe and an 
uncomfortable ride.   

• Warm Springs bike lanes are under-designed. They require bikes to be in the door zone of 
parked cars.  

• Jefferson Street is an alternative for bicyclists.  
• Jefferson congestion is due to signal timing and priority given to north-south traffic. 
• This is a large intersection for pedestrians to cross. 
• The majority of the traffic in the area is created from people coming in and out of St. Luke’s. 

o There is a constant flow of traffic during the operational hours of St. Luke’s. 
o The typical peak traffic times do not apply to the roadways in this area. 
o Often times you see St. Luke’s patrons traveling through the adjacent neighborhood 

completely lost.   
• Crossing Avenue B (for pedestrians) is extremely dangerous.  Often residents from the 

Bannock Arms cross Avenue B.  The residents in Bannock Arms are elderly.  There is just a lot 
of pedestrian movement in this area. 

• People going to Dona Larsen Park events often are parking in the strip mall parking lot.  
• The center of the intersection is where urban meets suburban. There is conflict between all 

modes of transportation in this area.  We are an urbanized area but yet our traffic system is a 
suburbanized system. 

•  At peak times (7-9 a.m. and 4-7 p.m.) traffic is congested but not excessive. 
• Access from Idaho is poor due to one-way road configuration. 
• Challenging for pedestrians from the Bannock Arms Apartments to cross Avenue B. 
• Avenue B southbound traffic queues to Bannock St. 
• All left turn movements. Northbound to westbound lefts queue back to the thru lane. 
• The volume of traffic on Avenue B is too great for a road diet. 

o  ACHD could find the same situation, as they did themselves on Curtis Rd. 
o Stacking would go across public and ambulance entrances to the hospital. 

• Do not put bike lanes on major arterials 
o Bike lanes are for the minority not the majority 

• Jefferson Street closure is not good. 
o  It is a great path for bicyclists. 
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• The free flow right turn merges from Main onto southbound Broadway if very difficult. 
Especially as traffic is joining that movement from Warm Springs. 

• At Fort Street coming south people do not slow down. There is a blind spot coming towards 
Jefferson and people do not slow down.  

• Going north on Broadway there are some visibility issues.  
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3. Suggestions for improvements? 
• Remove pedestrian crossings at grade (go below ground? Bridge?) 
• Make sure bike lane is connected with adjacent routes. 
• If there were a dedicated bike route, they would all be willing to take it. 
• Bicycle specific signalization. 
• Add buffered bike lanes on Main Street and Idaho Street. 

o The continuity of this intersection integrating into those buffered bike lanes would 
make better connectivity to Downtown Boise.  

• Paint boxes or green paint to make cyclists aware of where to ride.  
o Be creative with the color of paint and symbols used to alert cyclists where to ride and 

drivers where not to drive. 
o Warm Springs could work if the paint type was well thought out. 
o There is a manual that has symbols and paint to be used. 
o Lisa Brady (TVCA) would have the manual for street markings for cyclists.  

• On Warm Springs there is still roadway designated for on-street parking. Cyclists want to be 
supportive of businesses and parking but, it is difficult to navigate through that area. 

• The painted share arrows on the roadway are helpful. Cyclists feel like they have permission 
to be on the road. It also alerts drivers that they are sharing the road with cyclists. 

• Lowering speed limit. 
• Historic neighborhood. 

o Preserve the feeling of the historic neighborhood. 
o Understands that there is a need to move motorists through efficiently. 

• Does not want a Cole/ Fairview intersection. 
• Plan for additional vehicles coming through this area.  
• Traffic circles are a great way to move vehicles.  
• There is only one right turn lane onto Front Street, from Broadway heading south. Would like 

to see two turn lanes onto Front from Broadway.   
 Emergency Responders try to find the shortest and fastest routes to emergencies.  

• Supports bike lanes.  
o Provides additional space for EMS to maneuver. 
o There needs to be a balance for all modes of transportation.  
o Understands that it is difficult to balance the needs of motorists and bikes in a 

constrained area. 
• Traffic wants to go north and west of St. Luke’s. North end traffic coming from the east on I-84 

use Broadway. 
• The long term vision is to make this area more comfortable and friendly for bicyclists and 

pedestrians. Provide connectivity for neighborhoods to work centers (downtown & BSU). 
• Add an Avenue B pedestrian crossing at Bannock. 
• Wants to reduce lanes on Avenue B.  

o There is capacity on Idaho if Aveue B is reduced. 
o Easier for the neighborhood to get across Avenue B. 
o She heard information from St. Luke’s about the volumes of traffic on Avenue B.  
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o She has not seen the traffic analysis conducted by St. Luke’s.  She was told that 
eliminating lanes on Avenue B would cause traffic problems in other areas of the 
transportation system.  She would like to know the problem areas as a result of 
reducing lanes on Avenue B. 

• Many people are not familiar with the St. Luke’s area. It would be helpful to have a good 
wayfinding system.  

• She likes the idea of dual left turn lanes onto Idaho and Front. 
• Proponent of:  

o Reducing lanes on Avenue B 
o Narrowing lanes 
o Lowering speed limits 
o Left turn bike boxes in certain intersections 

• Would like to see a two lane round-about at the intersection of Broadway, Avenue B and 
Warm springs.  A round-about makes sense because it will: 

o Keep traffic moving 
o It would be safer 
o Would operate well because of the five roadways that come together at this 

intersection.   
• She recently saw the design for a “Protected Intersection.”  She liked the concept and 

recommends ACHD look into this design as a possible solution. 
• The design should be calm and comfortable.  
• Like the use of flashing yellow phase for left turn signals, but it is a concern for on-coming bike 

traffic safety. 
• Look at using bike signals. 
• Consider narrowing vehicle lane widths. 
• Bikes use Broad Street to get to 2nd and 3rd Streets to cross Front Street. Then they use the 

alley behind the courthouse/Ada County buildings to get to Broadway. They cross Broadway 
(unprotected) at the south side of the strip mall. Consider converting the sidewalk along the 
courthouse/Ada County buildings to a multi-use ped/bike path. 

• Install a pedestrian crosswalk on Broadway Avenue in front of their business. There are a lot 
of people that cross Broadway on foot in non-designated areas. It is dangerous. 

• Need to education public on how to safely ride and obey bicycle laws. 
• Cyclists need to be diverted away from this intersection and use their own pathway.  
• Cyclists should be directed to the Greenbelt pathway. 
• Lower the speed limit and no one would know. Most people drive slower than the posted 

speed limit. 
o Bicyclists will be safer. 
o Side streets could be lowered even more. 

•  “St. Luke’s needs whatever it takes for people to get to the hospital safely.”  
o There is a need for a safe and functioning/efficient transportations system to get 

people to the hospital.  
o St. Luke’s is a regional medical facility and people travel from all over the state to 

receive services.  
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o We need to be considerate of people who come from smaller cities to the larger city to 
receive treatment. They are already stressed and out of their comfort zones. It would 
put them in a more stressful situation if they cannot easily access the hospital. 

•  Add more capacity from Main St. turning right onto Broadway and turning right onto Front. 
• They do not want a large intersection. This is the gateway to their neighborhood.  
• Do not like the idea of medians down the middle.  

o They require a left in and left out on Broadway because their entrance on Main is only 
a right in and right out. 
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4. Other issues or concerns? 
• Asked if there were discussions to put in a round-about at this intersection. 
• There is a lot of worthless property at this intersection.  
• This intersection appears to be as big as Broadway and Front.  
• Cyclists want to navigate through this area.  

o This is a direct route for cyclists to go to and from the East End Neighborhood to 
Downtown Boise. 

• Asked if there would be continuity between the buffered bike lanes on Idaho and Main St. and 
this project.    

• Greg is a bike commuter and uses this intersection daily. He travels from Broadway going 
north to St. Luke’s. If ACHD closes Jefferson Street, this intersection becomes much more 
important.  

• Jefferson Street is great for cyclists because there is not a lot of traffic. 
• Will watch for invitation to public meeting.  
• Will attend public meeting 
• Give pedestrians the advantage when using the crosswalks. 

o Additional lead time when crossing. 
• Harris Ranch is building 2500 new homes. Traffic will take the path of least resistance. If Warm 

Springs is quicker motorists will travel through it. If there is a greater delay they may use Park 
Center or Front and Myrtle. 

• In reality this valley gets hung up on traffic delay and congestion. In comparison with other 
larger metropolitan cities, Boise does not have as much of the delays and congestion.  

• Make sure the crosswalks at and around St. Luke’s are safe for pedestrians to use. 
• BSU owns and manages events at Dona Larsen Park. There are events at least twice per week 

at the site; some events can hold up to 5,000 people. There are 62 parking stalls typically used 
for “VIP” or permitted parking for the games. They have an agreement in place with The 
Washington Group (AECOM) to use their parking lot. Everyone who uses the parking lot at the 
Washington Group walks up Broadway. A guard is located along Front Street to discourage 
crossing outside of the intersection crosswalk. It’s important the sidewalks can accommodate 
large quantities of people. 

• There is student movement between the BSU campus to Dona Larsen and St. Luke’s.  
• Nursing students frequently travel between BSU campus and St. Luke’s. They have looked at 

options for shuttles to limit the number of vehicles, but schedules do not allow for groups of 
students to go/come back at the same time.  

• With the economy changing the housing stock closer to campus is more attractive to students.  
o People are moving closer to the university campus. There are more pedestrian and 

bike traffic. 
• Discuss with VRT at an upcoming project meeting the planned route changes because of the 

transit center downtown. 
o What is their mobility through that area? 

• Elderly population cannot ride bikes. 
• Does not want to lose traffic lanes.  
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• Important to know the status of Jefferson Street before decisions are made about this 
intersection. 

• It is the main route from the East end to and from downtown.  
• They want to preserve the historic qualities of the neighborhood.  
• How many employees are St. Luke’s planning to add with their expansion? 
• Pros and cons to road diets on Avenue B. 
• There were questions on traffic counts.  

o Origin  
o Destination 
o Information on traffic counts 
o Were counts taken after the East ParkCenter Bridge was closed? 

• When is construction anticipated to begin? 
• Asked where the traffic from Fort Street was coming from and going to? 
• If a bicycle facility is provided through the intersection, it will need to be coordinated with 

plans to turn Main and Idaho to two-way streets with bike lanes. 
• Look at the whole mobility through this entire area, not just this isolated intersection. 
• It is time for our community to start thinking of public transportation in a greater way. This 

could be a solution to congestion.  
• Appreciated that ACHD has taken the time to meet with their neighborhood association.  
• Narrowing Avenue B from 5 lanes to 3 lanes.  

o It is helpful to have more room versus less room 
o They will have to respond going into on-coming traffic or they would have to use a bike 

lane. There are pros and cons to having bike lanes. It gives extra capacity in emergency 
situations. It also creates a safety hazard for cyclists. However, cyclists usually hear 
emergency responders better than motorists. 

• He understands delays. However, in emergency situations every second counts. 
o They have ways they can move around.  
o If Avenue B was narrowed to one lane in each direction they could figure it out.  
o If barriers were put in they have to be able to jump them (be able to completely get up 

and over on them). The higher median barriers create problems with the oil pans in 
the ambulances. 

o EMS would like 20’ minimum pavement width.  
• Greatest issue in responding is driver error. 
• They don’t see many accidents in the Avenue B area.  
• Parking spaces currently in ACHD ROW are NOT included in the approved parking space count 

for permits with City of Boise. 
o Hawkins looked at leasing parking spaces in the St. Luke’s parking garage (west of 111 

Broadway), but they have no vacancy. St. Luke’s Employees utilize all 1,300 parking 
spaces and walk to the hospital.  

o The parking at 111 Broadway has always been challenging to keep others out of – 
including the baseball field across Broadway, the court house, and BSU. 
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• Their leases include provisions that the existing parking remain. If ROW must be acquired, 
their lease agreements will be violated.  

• The strip mall is in a flood zone (Crane Creek). This requires topography/drainage to allow for 
flood events. This is why there is a grade difference on the sidewalk in front of 111 Broadway. 

• It will take motorists longer to get through the intersection as construction begins. 
o They understood the complexities of the intersection.  
o Convenience for the customers is their number one priority. 

• They are not sure what the alternate routes around this intersection are.  
• Primary focus should be on getting motorists through the intersection as easily as possible. 

o They have some foot traffic from St. Luke’s. 
o Majority of their customers are motorists.  

• Putting Avenue B on a “diet” will not minimize traffic it will force motorists to use the streets 
through the neighborhoods.  

• Whether Jefferson is closed or open, this will not impact the intersection. 
o There is such a low traffic volume it is insignificant.  

• Do not restrict lanes on Avenue B. Road diet would push vehicle demand further west. 
• There are many fiber optic lines that run through the intersection. This has been a problem in 

the past.  
• They could possibly contribute right of way on a piece of property on the northwest corner of 

Avenue B and Warm Springs.  
o It is a historic building.  

• The proposed cycle track is completely buffered for pedestrian and bike use.  
o Track would have to be integrated into the project. As well as the buffered bike lanes 

on Idaho and Main St. 
• There is a huge need for additional parking at Dona Larsen Park. 

o St. Luke’s used to let Dona Larsen fans use their parking lot. The parking lot is so full 
they are not able to use it any more.  

• More growth coming to the St. Luke’s system in downtown Boise that reaches up to Myrtle. 
Some St. Luke’s workers go between the hospital campus and St. Luke’s facilities along the 
north side of the Boise River. 

• Don’t forget there is a Fire Station on Reserve St.  
• Reducing capacity does not make sense when community is growing. 
• Involve East End Neighborhood Association. They are very important stakeholder. 
• They do have bike counts for Jefferson St. 

o They are very nominal. 
o There is an element out in that area today that believes that cyclists and pedestrians 

are the waves of the future and it is short sighted to not consider their needs. 
• BSU students use the hospital facilities for studying so there is ped/bike traffic between St. 

Luke’s and BSU. 
• Try to make ped/bike connectivity consistent with Broadway Bridge project improvements. 
• Narrowing Avenue B from 5 lanes to 3 lanes.  

o Against this idea. 
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o Will restrict vehicle flow. 
• He owns the parking lot parcel. 
• Access to his business could become an issue in the future. 
• Visibility of his business and signage is very important. 
• There are two traffic circles planned on Fort.  

o Traffic circles will restrict traffic. Restricting traffic affects his bottom line.  
• He does have pedestrians walk to his office from St. Luke’s.  

o There needs to be pedestrian crossing for them.  
• Slowing traffic down is not getting people where they need to go.  

o Businesses will leave the area if traffic is restricted. 
• Retaining wall along front corner of his parking lot is for flood control. 
• Will put flyers or invitations to the June Public Meeting on front counter for his clients. 
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Broadway/ Warm Springs/ Avenue B Intersection Concept 
Initial Community Input Summary 

Fall 2015 
 
ACHD and the City of Boise have begun a study to evaluate alternatives to address the safety and 
congestion of the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection. The study will result in 
recommended improvements to safely accommodate present and future traffic volumes for all users, 
including bicyclists, pedestrians, and persons with disabilities. 

Initial community input 
To begin the study process ACHD hosted a public open house on October 29, 2015. The purpose of the 
public open house was to learn how the intersection is working today and discuss possible 
improvements. Community input will help ACHD and Boise City develop intersection improvements for 
all users. 

Participation 
• 140 attended the public open house 
• 70 participated in a facilitated discussion at the open house (see page 7 for discussion notes) 
• 89 completed an open house comment sheet (see page 14 for a verbatim transcription of 

comment sheets) 
• 161 completed the online survey (see page 14 for a verbatim transcription of online survey 

comments) 
• 60 comments recorded on project area maps (see page 115 for a verbatim transcription of map 

comments) 
 

The community provided a high level of effort in submitting well thought out and detailed comments. 
Hundreds of comments were submitted, all of which will provide great value and contribute to the 
success of this project.    
 
Participants provided extensive and detailed input about specific locations of the intersection that are 
working well or not working well. Those that were mentioned frequently have been included in the 
summary beginning on page 2. A full record is included in the transcription of comments.   

RAshby
Typewritten Text
Attachment 2

RAshby
Typewritten Text
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Community input detailed summary  
1. What is your primary mode of transportation through the intersection?  
 

Car 97 
Car/Bike/Walk 54 
Car/Bike 48 
Bike 19 
Car/Walk 17 
Walk 5 
Bike/Walk 4 
No response 2 
Car/Scooter 1 
Car/Bike/Scooter 1 
Car/Bike/Walk/Scooter 1 
Bike/Walk/Bus 1 

2. What is your primary reason for using the intersection?  
 
  Commute/Errands/Recreation 82 

Errands 46 
Errands/Recreation 36 
Commute/Errands 34 
Commute 32 
Recreation 4 
Commute/Recreation 4 
Other 

• Access to downtown 
• Driving kids to school 
• Social activities 
• Work 
• Concern for environment 
• Exercise 
• Visiting friends/family 
• Shopping 

14 
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3. What area best describes where you live? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What works well with the Broadway /Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection for: 

Motorists 
• New flashing yellow left-turn arrows at the Warm Springs/Broadway intersection (52) 
• This intersection is good or acceptable for vehicle traffic, particularly during off-peak times (35) 
• Traffic lights are good/predictable/well-timed (18) 
• Nothing is working well; intersection is dangerous (9) 
• Connectivity to downtown or specific destinations (8) 
• Using Jefferson Street as an alternate route (8)  
• Minimal delays, especially considering the high traffic volume (7) 

Bicyclists 
• Nothing works well; avoid this intersection (55) 
• The intersection is okay as-is (16) 
• Bike lanes (13)  
• Using crosswalks/sidewalk instead of roadway (15)  
• Using Jefferson Street (12)  
• Eastbound/westbound route (Main/Idaho/Warm Springs) (6) 
• Paying attention and following the rules (5) 
• Sharrows/dedicated lane on Warm Springs (5) 

 

Pedestrians 
• Crosswalks with “walk/don’t walk” lights and push buttons (55) 
• Nothing works well (19) 
• Adequate crossing time (17)   
• Everything; intersection is okay (12)  
• Sidewalks (11)  

East End (Warm Springs, Mesa, 
Tablerock) 

192 

Southeast Boise/East End 11 
Southeast Boise 9 
Downtown 5 
North End 5 
Central 2 
North East 2 
West Boise 2 
Downtown/East End 1 
Foothills East 1 
North 1 
North End/East End 1 
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5. What does not work well with the intersection for: 

Motorists 
• General traffic delays, especially during peak hours or big events. (31) 
• Traffic signals are too long or too short. (23) 
• Congestion at the left-turn lane from Warm Springs to Broadway. (20) 
• Interaction between pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists (i.e., jaywalking, low visibility, safety, 

etc.). (16) 
• No dedicated right-turn lane from northbound Broadway to Warm Springs. (13) 
• Traffic backups to and from Front Street. (9) 
• Concern about traffic increasing when Jefferson Street is closed. (10) 
• Delays at Broadway/Avenue B intersection. (7) 

Bicyclists 
• The area is dangerous, too busy or not bike-friendly. (59) 
• Roadways do not have sufficient bike lanes, especially Warm Springs Avenue, Broadway Avenue 

and Avenue B. (53) 
o 31 people commented on a general lack of bike lanes. An additional 9 commented on 

Broadway and 13 commented on  Warm Springs. These are all combined.  
• Roadways are too narrow for bikes. (16) 
• It is difficult to cross the street when motorists are turning right or left, especially at Warm 

Springs/Broadway, Ave B/Bannock or Ave B/Jefferson (15). 
• Drivers are inattentive, hostile or do not yield. (12) 
• Cyclists have to ride on the sidewalk. (10) 
• The transition onto Warm Springs from Main/Idaho is narrow or dangerous. (8) 
• Left turns are difficult, especially from Warm Springs to Broadway. (6)  
• Cyclists do not follow laws or are inattentive. (6) 
• It is difficult to cross the street in general. (5) 

Pedestrians 
• The intersection is too large, busy or dangerous. (29) 
• Drivers are inattentive or do not wait. (17) 
• It is difficult to cross the street when motorists are turning, especially at Warm 

Springs/Broadway, Ave B/Bannock or Ave B/Jefferson. (11) 
• No concerns; intersection is okay. (10) 
• Visibility is a problem (i.e., sight lines, striping, etc.). (8) 
• Pedestrians jaywalk or are inattentive. (7) 
• Pedestrians have to wait too long for signals. (6) 
• Sidewalks are broken, too narrow or too close to cars. (6) 
• Crossings are too far or signals too short, especially for elderly. (5) 

6. How would you improve the intersection for: 

Motorists 
• Add dedicated right turn lane from Broadway (N) onto Warm Springs (E) (20) 
• Improve the synchronization and/or length of the traffic lights (20) 

o 14 comments referred to synchronization and 6 referred to the length of the signals (i.e., 
they should be longer or shorter).  

• Do not close Jefferson Street – keep it open as an alternate route (19) 
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• Divert traffic to Parkcenter or other alternate routes (14) 
• Extend left turn lane or add a left turn lane from Warm Springs (W) onto Broadway (S) (10) 
• Reconstruct the intersection as a roundabout (9) 
• The intersection is okay as-is (8) 
• Widen Broadway Avenue (6) 
• Add a turn lane from Broadway to Front or fix backups in general (5) 

Bicyclists 
• Create/improve existing bike lanes (65) 

o Many of these comments also included specific locations for bike lanes. 
• Keep Jefferson Street open as a route for bicyclists (12) 
• Add bike boxes at intersection (11) 
• Add signage or lights for bicyclists (8) 

Pedestrians 
• Build tunnels/bridges/ramps for pedestrians to cross through the intersection (13) 
• Improve the visibility of the crosswalks when pedestrians are actively crossing the intersection 

(i.e. flashing lights, signage, etc.) (12) 
• Widen or add sidewalks (10) 
• Keep Jefferson open as a route for pedestrians (7) 
• Give pedestrians more time to cross through the intersection (5) 
• Enforce or otherwise prevent motorists from turning into crosswalks when pedestrians have the 

right of way (5) 

7. General Comments 
• Do not expand the intersection; the current size is okay (26) 
• Improve bicycle/pedestrian connectivity, infrastructure and/or safety (26) 
• Do not close Jefferson Street (23) 
• Consider the impact of St. Luke’s expansion (18) 
• Focus on the “big picture” and related issues in the area (i.e., related backups at Front Street, 

Walnut, Fort/Reserve, etc.) (13) 
• St. Luke’s should consider other options (i.e., skybridge, employee parking, or other locations for 

expansion) (12) 
• Take pressure off Warm Springs, especially from Harris Ranch and/or developments to the east. 

(11) 
• Consider impacts to the East End/historical neighborhoods (9) 
• Consider all users equally (5) 
• St. Luke’s expansion is a good idea (4) 
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Facilitated discussions 
 
Notes from the facilitated discussions reinforced the themes from the comment sheets. A few additional 
themes surfaced during the discussions: 

• Concern about disabled or elderly pedestrians having enough time to cross the street.  
• Concern about pedestrians being "stranded" on islands (i.e., if light cycle ends before a 

pedestrian has crossed) 
 

A transcription of the facilitated discussions begins on page 7. 
 
Map comments: 
 
Participants used post-it notes to identify issues and improvements on a large map of the area. The most 
frequently mentioned issues included:  

• Concerns about on-street parking, especially on Warm Springs.  
• Concern about conflicts between motorists and pedestrians around Dona Larsen Park.  

 
Of the remaining comments, the majority were also recorded on comment sheets and have been 
reflected in the summary. However, a few unique issues were identified on the map: 

• The intersection of Ave. B and Bannock does not have a marked crosswalk.  
• The driveway out of Ada County Courthouse is a big traffic movement.  
• Warning lights should be placed at Reserve/Fort Street.  
• Consider making a “cycle track” along 1st Street to avoid Warm Springs/Ave. B intersection.  

 
A transcription of map comments begins on page 115. 
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Transcription of Facilitator Notes 

 
4:30 P.M. Group (Kate Nice facilitator) 
1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Free-running rights 
• Protected left turns 
• The light at Jefferson 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Everything 
• Bicycle/pedestrian access is poor 
• Access to businesses is difficult 
• Crossings for bicycles/pedestrians/wheelchairs 
• Safety for elderly and children 
• Not enough time for people to cross the street 

3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• Bike lanes 
• Elevated bicycle/pedestrian facilities 
• Take right-of-way at chiropractor corner 
• Widen Avenue C to take pressure off Avenue B 

4. General comments: 

• Need to include Reserve intersection in the project 
• Past six months congestion has been terrible 
• Moving the problem down the road 
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6:30 P.M Group (Kate Nice facilitator) 
1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Traffic moves fairly well, not much congestion 
• Free-running rights 
• Protected turn (flashing yellow light) 
• Reduced parking time 
• Bike lane on Warm Springs 
• Traffic signal at Jefferson St. 
• Main Street to Warm Springs – works well 
• Like the timing on crosswalks 
• Main St./Idaho island is used frequently 
• Higher level of caution because it’s different 
• Pedestrian crossing works well on Main St. 
• Waiting space on Main St. heading east 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Broadway 
o Long cycles 
o Prioritizing arterials 
o Cars get stacked and can’t make safety of pedestrian/bicycles 
o Keep intersection at low speed 
o Free right turns 

• Broadway/Warm Springs 
o Too tight 
o Push button not functioning properly 

3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• Protected bike lanes 
4. General comments: 

• Shrink the intersection and beautify 
• Traffic light at Lewis and Walnut 
• Go back to 80s design (T-design) 
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4:30 PM Group (Kara Veit facilitator) 
1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Capacity-two lanes headed west-moves a lot of traffic 
• Lights are well signalized 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Not safe-lots of rear-end accidents. 
o St. Luke’s crosswalk signal backs up traffic 
o Back up at left turn onto Idaho 
o Congestion 

• Bicyclists 
o No bike lanes 
o Having to share sidewalk with pedestrians 
o Feel vulnerable making left turns through the intersection 

• Pedestrians 
o Long wait for pedestrian signals 
o Too wide for elderly to cross 
o Islands create places where people stand, feels dangerous 

3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Computer activated lights 
o Double left-turn onto Idaho 
o Double left-turn from Broadway to Front 
o Eliminate street parking on Warm Springs near intersection 
o Consider roundabout 

• Bicyclists 
o Add protected left-turns for bicyclists 
o  Add designated bike lanes 

• Pedestrians 
o Add a bridge over roadway or tunnel under roadway for pedestrians 
o Fix the situation with people getting “stranded” on the islands 
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6:30 PM Group (Kara Veit facilitator) 
1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Motorists 
o “Lagging” (flash) yellow arrows 

• Bicyclists 
o “Sharrows” – not sure if they work well, but some think they do 

• Pedestrians 
o South side works well crossing, pedestrian button signals with flashing 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Right-turn from NB Broadway to Warm Springs 

• Bicyclists 
o Street parking on Warm Springs approaching intersection (Warm Springs – Ave C 

to Ave B) 
• Pedestrians 

o Narrow sidewalks 
3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Resolve conflict point-left turn from Warm Springs to SB Broadway with free-

running right-turn from main stretch. 
o Anything that disperses traffic from Ave B.  
o Encourage other routes (i.e. 3rd street/1st street). 

• Bicyclists 
o Add bike lanes on both sides from Ave C to Ave B (on Warm Springs) 
o Dedicated bike lane (left turn from WS to Broadway) 
o Cycle tracks? 
o Wider sidewalks at SE corner 

• Pedestrians 
o Add a bridge over roadway or tunnel under roadway for pedestrians 
o Fix the situation with people getting “stranded” on the islands 
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4:30 PM Group (Rosemary Curtin facilitator) 
1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Flashing yellow light 
o Stoplights 

• Bicyclists 
o Nothing 

• Pedestrians 
o Push buttons 
o Count-down traffic signs 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Motorists 
o Drivers are not educated on how to follow traffic directions 

 Intersection backs up when there are major events at the Botanical 
Gardens or other venues along Warm Springs Avenue. 

o Bikes and cars do not work well together 
• Bicyclists 

o No bike lanes 
o Have to push pedestrian buttons to cross on a bike 
o Don’t have their own space 
o Very dangerous 
o Often use sidewalk 
o Crossing the street with traffic turning right on red signals may not be long 

enough to cross for bikes and pedestrians 
• Pedestrians 

o Very dangerous for disabled seniors crossing Ave. B 
o Drivers are not courteous 
o This intersection is one of only two ways for East End to get in and out of their 

neighborhood.  
o There are so many activities in the area and this intersection.  It is the gateway to 

many other activities. People in general who don’t know the area are confused 
o Most make eye contact with motorist before crossing 

3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• Bicyclists 
o Add well-marked bike lanes 
o “Make bike lanes smoother” - bikes hug the lines because they are smooth 
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• Pedestrians 
o Flags at Walnut need to be replaced and brighter 
o Need pedestrian crossing at Ave B and Bannock 

4. General comments: 

• Need a way-finding system –signage 
• Return to original intersection design – take Broadway traffic to 1st/2nd – make the 

intersection area a local collector 
• Elevated and or under-pass – go over or under 
• Need a traffic light at Reserve 
• No enlargement of the intersection 
• What happened to traffic cops that ACHD said they would put on Warm Springs 

once Park Center was built? 
• Revisit roundabout at old Penitentiary Rd. to keep traffic moving and improve access 
• There is not enough right-of-way to do much improving 
• Emergency responders trigger the lights unnecessarily – backs everything up 
• Happy something is being done 
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4:30 PM Group (Zach Piepmeyer facilitator) 
 

1. What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection? 

• Designated right lane 
• Dedicated lanes for St. Luke’s 
• Divert traffic to 2nd and 3rd streets - one way 
• Flashing yellow signal 

2. What does not work well with the intersection? 

• Turning left is difficult 
• Pedestrian traffic gets squeezed at intersections 

3. How would you improve the intersection? 

• (No comments) 
4. General comments: 

• East End Neighborhood: 
o Aesthetics 
o Entrance of neighborhood 

• Concern about bike safety 
• Further separation of East End from Downtown 
• Create a very good pedestrian corridor 
• Examine pushing traffic onto 2nd/3rd St. 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

1 Richard Carter Car Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End (Mesa) 

2 Kai Elgethun Car 
Bike 
Walk 
Scooter 

Commute 
Errands 
Kids to school 

East End 

3 Mark Mering Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute  

4  Car 
Bike 
Scooter 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

5 Anne Barta Car Commute 
Recreation 
Going to/from my home off Warm 
Springs and getting to downtown 

East End 

6  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

7 Monica Perry Car Commute Warm Springs Mesa 
8 Meg Fereday Car Commute/Errands East End 
9  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Recreation/Running kid to 
school, classes, etc. 

East End 

10  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands Southeast Boise 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

11  Car Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise 
12 Karen Y. Jennings Car Errands/Recreation Downtown/I travel to SE 

Boise a lot! 
13 Margy Soni D. Car 

Bike 
Walk 
Try to avoid it 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

14 Lee Honsinger Bike Errands East End 
15  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

16  Car(50%) 
Bike(40%) 
Walk(10%) 

Errands/Recreation East End 

17 East End Neighborhood 
Association Comments 

   

18  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
19 Lyn McCollum Car 

Bike 
Walk 

I walk/bike for exercise and concern 
about the environment 

East End 

20  Car Commute/One of two ways in and out East End 
21 Dr. Ron Storey Car Work Southeast Boise 
22 Dinu Mistry Wolf Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Live on Warm Springs, work at St. Luke’s East End 

23 Linda Davis Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Bike 
Walk 

24 Rob Smith, M.D. Car Errands East End 
25 Dale Higer Car Errands East End 
26 Otis W. Means Car 

Bike 
Commute(2)/Errands(1)/Recreation(3) East End 

27 Ann Thompson Car 
Walk 
Some car 

Errands/Recreation East End 

28 Dr. Robert D. Graze Car 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Work travel mostly East End/Table Rock 
Neighborhood 

29 Edwina Allen Car Errands East End 
30  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation/Other East End 

31 Adam Bass Bike Recreation Southeast Boise 
32  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Live on Warm Springs East End/Warm Springs 

33  Car 
Bike 

Errands/Recreation East End 

34 Charles Honsinger Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

35   Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

36 Christa Schimpf Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

37 John Thomas Car Commute/Errands East End 
38 Sheldon Bluestein Car Errands East End 
39 Harvey Myers Car Commute/I live in east end this 

intersection one of two ways out 
East End 

40 Ripples Car Errands/Recreation East End 
41 Ryan King Bike Commute/Errands North End 
42  Car Errands/Recreation East End 
43 Mary Hamerly Car 

Scooter 
Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

44  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise 
45  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
46 Ross Fitzpatrick Car Errands/Recreation East End 
47  Bike 

Walk 
Commute/Recreation West Boise 

48  Car 
Bike 

Errands East End 

49  Car 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation/Other East End 

50 Janet Reis Car Commute East End 
51 Paula Benson Car 

Walk 
Errands Recreation East End 

52 Robyn Austin Bike Errands/Recreation Downtown 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

53  Car 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

54 Kenny Lindorfer Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

55 Mowbray Brown Bike Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
56 Kirk Keogh Bike Commute/Errands East End 
57  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Recreation Southeast Boise 

58 David Lockwood Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation North End/East End 

59 Deborah C. Hennerz Car 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Most times going 
across downtown 

East End 

60  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands East End 

61 Mark Uranga Bike Errands East End 
62 Margaret Havey Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands East End 

63  Car 
Walk 

Errands East End 

64 Al Schiepan Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

65 Kay Schiepan Car Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Bike 
Walk 

66  Car Commute East End 
67  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
68  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands East End 

69  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

70  Bike 
Walk 
Car 

Errands/Work Southeast Boise/East 
End 

71 Lowell Mannering Car Errands East End 
72  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

73  Car Errands/Recreation/Work trips to-from 
rental houses 

East End 

74 Jem Hern Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

75  Car 
Though I bike through a lot in 
Warm Springs recreationally 

Errands East End 

76  Car 
Bike 

Errands/Recreation East End 

77  Car Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

78  Car 
Walk 

Access to downtown East End/Warm Springs 

79  Car Medical/Hospital Downtown 
80  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Work Downtown 

81 Mike Wetherell Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
82 Kay Hummel Car 

Bike 
Recreation/Visit friends North End 

83 Karen Wetherell Car Commute/Errands/Recreation/Use it 
multiple times per day 

East End 

84  Walk Commute Southeast Boise 
85  Car See Parents North End 
86 Sheila Grisham  Car Errands East End 
87 Deanna Kline Car Errands East End 
88 Barbara Dawson Car Commute East End 
89 Denise Eikanger Car Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
90 Michael Stewart Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Biking to dowtown 
area 

East End 

91  Car 
Bike 

Errands/Recreation  

92 Amy Hines Car 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

93  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

94 Dana Lucas Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation/Going 
downtown to socialize, eat, shop or work 
out 

East End 

95  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
96 Chris Boyd Car 

Bike 
Errands Southeast Boise/East 

End 
97 Allen Dalton Car Commute/Errands/Recreation Foothills East 
98 Deborah Bail Car 

Walk 
Commute/Errands/Recreation  

99 Elizabeth Clarke Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Any visits out of the 
east end 

East End 

100 Kevin Bissell Car Commute/Errands East End 
101  Walk Errands East End 
102  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

103  Car Commute/Errands EE 
104  Car Commute North East 
105  Bike Commute East End 
106  Bike Errands East End 
107  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

108  Car 
Bike 

Errands East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Walk 
109 Pam Fabbri Car Commute East End 
110  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands East End 

111  Car Commute/Errands East End 
112 Adam Saperston  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

113  Car Errands East End 
114  Car Errands North 
115   Commute/Errands Central 
116 Margaret Koger Car Errands/Recreation/Downtown services 

such as food, exercise, etc. 
East End 

117  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

118 Patricia Horton Car Commute East End 
119 Chris Brady Car Errands/For getting to one of my 

workplace locations, but not as a 
commute- just to service those locations 

East End 

120 Tammy Ferguson Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

121 Kimberly Stephen Car Commute East End 
122 Leanne Berg Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
123 Taylor Car Commute/Errands/Recreation/School East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Walk (BSU) 
124  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
125  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
126  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation/Shopping, 

school, getting out of town 
East End 

127  Car Errands  
128  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
129  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands East End 

130 Charlie Woodruff Bike Commute East End 
131  Car Commute East End 
132  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation Downtown/East End 

133  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

134  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation  

135  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands East End 

136  Car Errands/Recreation East End 
137  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

138  Bike Commute East End 
139  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

140  Car Commute/Errands East End 
141  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

142 Amy Yost Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 
End 

143  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation/Schooling 
of kids 

East End 

144  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation  
145 Garland Draper Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

146  Car Commute East End 
147  Bike Taking child to school East End 
148 Christopher Larsen Car Errands East End 
149 Barbara Henderson Car Commute/Errands/Recreation/Visiting 

the elderly 
East End 

150  Car Commute East End 
151  Walk Recreation East End 
152  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

153 Heather Boyd Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

154  Car Errands East End 
155 Andrew Bunt Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

156 Anne Burkey Car Commute East End 
157  Car Errands East End 
158  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
159 Sharlene Green Car 

Walk 
Commute/Errands East End 

160  Car Errands Southeast Boise 
161  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands Southeast Boise/East 

End 
162  Car 

Bike 
Errands/Recreation  

163  Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands/Recreation  

164  Car Commute/Errands East End 
165  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

166  Car Commute East End 
167  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
168 Patrick Cusick Car Errands East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

169  Car Commute  
170  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

171 Harry Hurt Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands  

172 Luke Sturdy Car Errands East End 
173  Car Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
174 Mike Reuling Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
175  Car Errands  
176  Car 

Bike 
Errands/Recreation North 

177  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

178 Erik Christiansen Car Errands North End 
179  Car Commute Warm Springs area 
180 Dorothy Snowball  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands East End 

181 Joe Hawkins Car 
Bike 

Commute/Errands East End 

182  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

183 Brent Demer Car Commute/Errands East End 
184  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands East End 

185  Car Errands/Recreation East End 
186  Car Errands East End 
187 Cynthia Unnasch Car Errands/Recreation East End 
188  Walk Errands East End 
189  Car 

Bike 
Commute/Errands/Recreation Southeast Boise/East 

End 
190  Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands/Recreation East End 

191  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation  

192  Car 
Walk 

Commute East End 

193 Joni Clapsadle Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

194 Ami Reid Car Commute East End 
195  Car Commute East End 
196 Harriett Jastremsky Car 

Bike 
Walk 

Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 

197  Car Commute/Errands/Recreation East End 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Bike 
Walk 

198 Jane DeChambeau Car Errands Southeast Boise/East 
End 

199 Paul H Davis Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

200  Bike Recreation  
201  Bike Errands East End 
202 Michael Richardson Car 

Bike 
Errands 
Getting the kid to school 

East End 

203  Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

204 Ron Miller Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 

East End 

205 Jack Car Commute Tablerock Road 
206 Mary Watson 

917 E Washington St. 
Boise, ID 83712 

Car 
Walk 

Errands East End 

207 Broadway 111 LLC, Steve 
Cannariato, Manager 
855 W Broad Street, Suite 
300, Boise ID 83702 
Stevev@hcollc.com 

Car Other: Access to our shopping center. West Boise 

208 Helen Stoll Car Commute East End 

mailto:Stevev@hcollc.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

1365 East Lewis, Boise 83712 
Hstoll3@fiberpipe.net 

Walk Errands 
Recreation 
General transportation to/from East End 

209 Helen Stoll 
Hstoll3@fiberpipr.net 
336-1035 

   

210 Melissa Ruth 
910 E Washington St. Boise 
Melissa@engagingvoices.org 

Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

211  Bike Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

212  Bike Commute East End 
213  Car Errands 

Recreation 
East End 

214  Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

215  Car Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

216 Rena Sanderson 
730 E Bannock St. 
Boise, ID 83712 
Rsanders@boisestate.edu 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands 
Recreation 

Northeast: E. Bannock 
(parallels Warm Springs 
on N side) 

217  Car Commute East End 

mailto:Hstoll3@fiberpipe.net
mailto:Hstoll3@fiberpipr.net
mailto:Melissa@engagingvoices.org
mailto:Rsanders@boisestate.edu
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Errands 
Recreation 

218  Car Commute 
Errands 

East End 

219 Margo Hill 
2391 Parkside Dr. 
Boise, ID 83712 
margomcneilhill@gmail.com 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 
How I get out of my neighborhood to get 
downtown 

East End 

220 Joseph Addonizio 
102 N Louisa St 
Boise, ID 83712 
jos8989@gmail.com 

Car 
Bike 

Errands East End 

221 Margery Smith 
1105 East State St. 
Boise, ID 83712 
margery_smith@msn.com 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 

East End 

222 Holli Woodings 
1148 Santa Maria Dr 
Boise, ID 83712 
holliwoodings@gmail.com 

Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 

East End 

223  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

224 Sr. Bid 
srbidinc@gmail.com 

Bike 
Walk 

Errands East End 

mailto:holliwoodings@gmail.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Valley Ride bus 
225 Bill Hallyburton 

269 S Coston Ln 
Boise, ID 83712 
b_hallyburton@yahoo.com 

Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

226  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

227 John McAllister 
1522 E Holly St 
Boise, ID 83712 
John.McAllister@live.com 

Walk Commute 
Errands 

East End 

228  Car Dropping off children at childcare  in 
East End 

 

229 Bonni Krupp 
530 E Warm Springs Ave 
Boise, ID 83712 
bjkrupp3@gmail.com 

Car 
Walk 

Errands East End 

230 Jinx McAllister 
1522 E Holly St 
Boise, ID 83712 
jam2boise@msn.com 

Car 
Bike 

Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

231 Bob Unnasch 
712 Eastridge Place 
Boise, ID 83712 
bob.unnasch@gmail.com 

Bike Commute East End 

mailto:jam2boise@msn.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

232 Collin Elias 
407 Riverview Dr. 
Boise, ID 83712 
eliasc@dhw.idaho.gov 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

233 Mary Glen 
76 W Horizon Dr. 
Boise, ID 83702 
mary@maryglen.com 

Car/Bike Errands 
Recreation 

 

234 Scott Chandler 
1205 Warm Springs Avenue 
Boise, ID 83712-7952 
chunk@cableone.net 

Car Commute East End 

235  Car Errands East End 
236 Annie Black 

1110 N Marshall St 
Boise, ID 83706 
annieb.boise@gmail.com 

Bike Driving son to school Central Bench 

237  Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 
Home 

East End 

238 Jeremy Gray 
323 W Jefferson #604 
Boise, ID 83702 
jeremyg38@gmail.com 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Errands 
I live downtown and friends live in the 
East End 

 

239  Car Commute East End 

mailto:eliasc@dhw.idaho.gov
mailto:chunk@cableone.net
mailto:jeremyg38@gmail.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

Bike Errands 
Recreation 

240 Linda Simon 
404 Bacon Dr. 
Boise, ID 83712 
llsimon51@yahoo.com 

Car Commute 
Errands 

East End 

241  Car Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 
Access to downtown 

East End 

242 Annette Hanson 
2061 E Feldspar Ct. 
Boise, ID 83712 
annetterun@aol.com 

Car 
Bike 

Errands East End 

243  Car 
Walk 

Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

244 Vicky Osborn 
1010 E Jefferson St. 
Boise, ID 83712 
victoriajosborn@gmail.com 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

245  Car Commute 
Errands 

East End 

246 Ken Kline 
215 N Bruce Ave. 
Boise, ID 83712 
ken.kline@outlook.com 

Car 
Bike 
Walk 

Commute 
Errands 

East End 

mailto:annetterun@aol.com
mailto:ken.kline@outlook.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# Name What is your primary mode of 

transportation through the 
intersection? 

What is your primary reason for using 
the intersection? 

What area best 
describes where you 
live? 

247  Car Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

248 Hughesfamily9538@q.com Car Commute East End 
249 Tony Pori 

2418 E Roanoke Dr. 
Boise, ID 83712 
pori40@q.com 

Car 
Bike 

Commute 
Errands 
Recreation 

East End 

250 Matt Edmond 
1419 N 13th St 
Boise, ID 83702 
medmond@ccdcboise.com 

Car 
Bike 

Errands  

 
  

mailto:pori40@q.com
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
1 Am impressed daily with regulated nature 

of turn signals based upon traffic flow. 
Great system 

Avoid at all costs, ie Jefferson when bike to 
market, Greenbelt when bike to Flicks, J. 
Davis Park event 

Never done it in past 12 years- but using 
intersection daily - usually multiple times – 
cringe worthy watching those crossers, 
especially across W.S. in front of right 
turning off B (cut off) 

2 Light timing, signage Marginal bike lanes Nothing 
3 Lights   
4 Love the new yellow left turn arrows Not much- I use sidewalks  
5 I’m thinking..getting to downtown from 

Warm Springs 
Looks fine to me. Flashing lights Flashing lights 

6 Flashing yellow signals work  Push buttons for ped 
7 Smart light, flashing yellow arrows   
8    
9 Don’t mind waiting, prefer safer 

intersection 
The islands serve as refuges for both 
bikes/*peds. Please keep something like this. 

(Previous comment applies) 

10 Right hand turn lane off Broadway onto 
Warm Springs- at least 3 lanes each way. 
Roundabout 

Bike lanes Pedestrian bridges 

11    
12 Great Great Great 
13    
14  Heading east or west thru intersection is 

fairly safe at this size 
Plenty of time to cross- east-west 

15 Flashing yellow left turn signals going east-
west 

Very little – no space on road, tight sidewalks Challenging with bikes funneled onto 
sidewalks 

16 Flashing turn lights  Amt of time to cross street 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
17    
18 Newer yellow, then green arrows, but only 

if you understand them. Feel there may 
still be lack of education on such things/ 

Don’t use as much to discuss. Don’t use as much to discuss. 

19   The walk buttons at the intersections 
20    
21 Cars No Yes- light for crosswalk doesn’t work well. 
22 The current “flashing left” works very well- 

that has been an improvement 
 1)  

23 Works ok now for cars Nothing- bikes have to ride on sidewalk Sidewalks work well. Length of walk light 
works 

24 At must off-peak hours. Traffic flow is good 
at present. 

Bicycle approach from east or north pretty 
manageable. (Approach from south or west 
generally too scary). 

At present, pretty walkable all directions 

25 Everything seems to be working like 
flashing turn signal, speeds through 
intersection. 

  

26 Current flow of traffic is acceptable. The 
Warm Spring intersection does get more 
congested at peak commute hrs, however, 
if you could improve synchronization of 
lights, I think this would improve traffic 
flow. 

Improve safety by enhancing bike paths/lane 
so they are more visible to motorists. 
Improve signage alerting motorists of 
bicyclists and their lanes. 

I don’t use this intersection on foot…friends 
that do, tell me current walk/don’t walk 
lights with countdowns work well. 

27 Traffic flow north to south is usually not 
too bad – also west to east is ok 

 Lights help-crossing the right turn lanes is ok 

28 Avoid at all cost between 11-5:30. I go  Dan…sorry 
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Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B |Intersection Concept 
October 29 Open House 

Transcription of Comments 
# What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

down State to 11, 12, 13 Turn down to the 
connect. With SLRMC expansion, this is an 
impossible … 

29    
30 Ambulance w/ remote; either on or run or 

just driving through 
 Traffic lights are well synched. Follow the 

walk/don’t walk signal 
31  Able to get thru intersection quickly and 

safely 
 

32 Like flashing yellow turn lights  Push buttons 
33 I like the flashing yellow turn lights- more 

cars get onto Broadway from Warm 
Springs + vice versa 

It’s a nightmare for bicycles  

34 Dual westbound lanes from Warm Springs 
to Idaho 

Dual Westbound lanes do help w/ limiting 
traffic + safety for cyclists. 

Long pedestrian crossing cignals. 

35 Roundabout?  Tunnels 
36 Blinkey yellow light to allow turning from 

W. Springs left on Broadway 
Not much It’s okay 

37 Warm Springs going to Idaho St. and Main 
Street going to Warm Springs 

? Seem to have crossing lights ok 

38 Good visibility; predictable (safer) traffic 
pattern 

 Short walks across the streets 

39 Danger Danger  
40 Currently the intersection works well Pretty difficult to get downtown – dangerous 

too 
Pedestrian crossing at the intersection are 
not a problem – But as St. Luke’s gets busier 
and has more shifts, the crossing at the 
blinking yellow light will be a problem 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
41 Reasonably short wait times at signals This is a difficult intersection (and general 

area) to navigate by bicycle, especially during 
periods of high traffic volume 

Adequate length of time to get through 
crosswalks; reasonable sidewalk 
connectivity 

42    
43 Delays are minimal (projected increases for 

2040 are not that great ) I can easily see 
what is going on because there are not too 
many lanes 

This intersection is safe for bicyclists because 
it is small enough that motorists can see 
them 

This intersection is safe for pedestrians 
because they don’t have to cross too many 
lanes and motorists can see them 

44    
45 Left turn light with yellow caution   
46 Everything is fine Don’t know  
47 Nothing works particularly well Nothing works particularly well. It’s not 

tremendously bad to travel EB Main to Warm 
Springs or WB Warm Springs to Idaho, but all 
the approaches are inconvenient and turning 
is very uncomfortable 

Nothing works particularly well 

48 There is often a back-up at 5:00 p.m. 
turning off Warm Springs to Broadway any 
yielding to cars turning on Broadway from 
(Warm Springs, downtown) 

  

49 Staying in left southbound lane on Bdwy til 
past Front 

Not safe for bicyclists There are walk signs but elderly have some 
difficulty getting through 

50 Blinking yellow light for south turn onto 
Broadway from Warm Springs 

Frankly don’t care  

51 Good direct connections to all directions Sidewalks and buttons for lights Same  
52 Very vehicle-centric so everything seems to   
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

work for vehicles 
53 Flashing yellow left turn lights Continuing on Jefferson without having to 

turn left or right 
Time is good to get across streets 

54 Traveling east from Main St to Warm 
Springs flows well 

East West flow on Main-Idaho-Warm Springs  

55  Walk lights are enough…  
56 Only for cars/vehicles   
57 Clean signals Designated bike lane Warm Springs/Main & 

Idaho 
 

58 Not a huge problem. Almost impossible to cross. Almost impossible to cross. 
59 • Traffic lights indicate absolute stop-go 

• Like the blinking yellow arrows 
Cross walks are an absolute necessity 
especially in close proximity to fire station, 
elder housing, and hospital 

 

60 Flashing yellow turn across allows more 
opportunity to go left 

I won’t ride my bike through such heavily 
traffic area 

 

61 Left turn signal Warm Spr. To Broadway 
South 

Westbound Warm Spr to Idaho Nothing 

62 Relatively low wait times given the motor 
vehicle volume 

Direct route if going down north-south 
Broadway, but I would use it at low motor 
traffic times on a bicycle 

Sidewalks on all approaches, connectivity 

63 Not a long delay considering amount of 
traffic 

 Same as motorist comment 

64 Blinking left-turn signal from Warm Springs 
(W) turning onto Broadway (S) 

  

65 Blinking caution light for left turns from 
Warm Springs to Broadway 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
66 Traffic generally flows well.   
67    
68 Flashing yellow turn signal works well 

when I am turning left onto Broadway from 
Warm Springs 

Island by westbound stop line (on Warm 
Springs side) gives enough space to stand 
while waiting for light if I … (cut off) towards 
Idaho St. 

 

69    
70 The intersection is mobile friendly Nothing-see below Nothing. Try breathing the exhaust fumes 

during an inversion. 
71 Right turn from Warm Springs to Ave B and 

straight ahead to Idaho 
  

72    
73 Flashing yellow left turn Too dangerous I never use this route (I use 

Jefferson) 
Try to … but ped lights are good 

74 Through traffic eastbound from Main is 
good. West bound to Idaho also good 
except for North on Ave B. 

Not safe @ intersection for one block for 
bikes- after that, very safe in both directions 

 

75    
76 Okay except during rush hours Not a problem for me except during rush 

hour. 
? 

77 Not much Not much Not much 
78    
79 East ln going northbound, w/ no turns, + 

only if you know you need that lane when 
you hit Front 

Nothing Nothing 

80 Protected lefts Nothing The green buffer btw sidewalk + street 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

along bldg. at NW corner of Front + 
Broadway 

81 I think it is currently well signaled Difficult due to heavy traffic - dangerous Difficult due to heavy traffic and right turns 
on red over crosswalks 

82 1) Southbound double lanes (2) onto W.S. 
east from Ave B 

2) Righthand turn lane from Idaho onto 
Broadway south 

3) Protected green light left turn 
4) On demand light at Jeff & Ave B is 

working much better than prior signals 

Very little- I usually avoid on my bike (take 
East Jefferson or even divert up to Krall etc) 

Somewhat safe-well striped crosswalks, 
generally. Crosswalks on Idaho & Main w/ 
yellow flashers but right-hand turn lanes for 
motorists are scary for unaware peds 

83    
84 The intersection is very motorist friendly. Nothing Nothing. The air quality at this intersection 

is hazardous during an inversion. 

85 coming from warm springs to broadway 
heading north is easy  

not much crosswalks 

86 It is fastest and most direct for me to get 
from the East End to downtown.   

My family and I use Jefferson to get from our 
house to downtown.   Jefferson is the most 
direct route to downtown and is the safest 
route to take.  

We take Jefferson, once again it is most 
direct and safest.  

87 Vehicular traffic moves well in my opinion. 
I travel this intersection very often, 
sometimes 4-8 times a day.  

The intersection at Jefferson and Ave B 
works well. but the intersection at Broadway 
/Warm Springs/Avenue B is too large  to 
work well. 

The intersection at Jefferson and Ave B 
works well. but the intersection at 
Broadway /Warm Springs/Avenue B is too 
large  to work safely. 

88 While difficult and congested at times, the 
current intersection works.   

diverting them to Bannock which is closed to 
auto traffic.  Making sure that bicyclists stay 
in bike lines and off of sidewalks. 

Obeying the "walk" signals. 
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# What works well with the Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
89 Turn on flashing arrow, better timing of 

lights with connecting roads/intersections 
desginated bike lanes (existing) walk only lights, designated pedestrian 

crosswalks 
90 flashing yellow for left turns nothing - not a safe bicycling environment 

today 
not much - not the safest crossings 

91    

92 The lights seem to get everyone through 
safely.  I feel I can see pedestrians much 
better than over by Whole Foods.   

 I feel pretty safe crossing those 
intersections.  Much better than over by 
Whole Foods, where you take your life in 
your hands crossing the street! 

93 This is a busy intersection.  Nothing, it's a busy dangerous intersection. 
Too much traffic for our only exit from the 
east end.  

It's terrible, takes forever to cross.  

94 Leave it as is Leave it as is Leave it as is - the light at the intersection 
and broad crosswalks are excellent for 
pedestrian travel 

95 Traffic flows fairly well in all directions. Paying attention. Pedestrians have enough time to cross with 
crosswalk lights. 

96 Lane striping and signal timing seems to 
work effectively for this intersection 

Westbound bicycle traffic in the vehicle lanes 
works ok. 

Sidewalks and signals seem to be effective. 

97 Traffic flows well northbound and 
eastbound in both turn and "straight" lanes 

  

98   The two crosswalks--Idaho and Warm 
Springs are good and you can hit the 
flashers to cross 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
99  Specific bike paths or lanes. Separated from 

motorists. Light switch options. Green space 
barriers  

Paths and comfortable safe crossing 
options. Signal shift options. This is currently 
a busy and unfriendly UGLY intersection 
that is an embarrassment as a gateway to 
downtown.  

100 The left turn on yellow from Warm Springs 
onto Broadway has been helpful in 
reducing traffic back up on Warm Springs. 

Currently it works best if bicyclists dismount 
and use pedestrian walkways. Most bicyclists 
are not experienced enough to use vehicle 
lanes in this intersection. 

Pedestrians seem to use the island 
effectively when crossing Warm Springs. 

101   Long "walk" lights. 

102 When the lights work correctly and not 
closing off a street to a bully of a 
business...again.    

Not much. Nike lanes or not, cars don't look 
out for bikes.  

Being able to cross at numerous crosswalks, 
only if drivers pay attention to the walk 
signs.  

103 The current layout works well but 
additional through lanes would be good SB 

the bike lanes and crosswalks ?the crosswalks and sidewalks 

104 Okay as is Okay as is Okay as is 

105 left turn light adequate crossing signal time adequate crossing signal time 

106 Overall intersection works okay, although it 
is often congested and takes a long time to 
turn left from Warm Springs (going west) 
onto Broadway.  

That, going west on Warm Springs you can 
avoid the whole intersection by crossing 
Warm Springs before Broadway and riding 
on the sidewalk to Front/Myrtle.  

If you wait long enough you can get across.  

107 Traffic generally flows well during non-
commute hours 

If cyclists follow rules of the road, they move 
through intersection well along with cars.   
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
108    

109    

110    

111 It seems to work okay now.   

112 Traffic ciircle or more lanes Protected pathway Walkway 

113    

114    

115    

116 Turn and straight lanes from Broadway to 
downtown or to Fort. 

I don't know. Lights for crossing Broadway and Warm 
Springs. 

117    

118 Jefferson to 16th, then left, then right onto 
Main. Can get on connector or go straight 
to Fairview.  Quickest way to get across 
town. 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
119 The stoplights mostly give everyone a fair 

chance--the blinking yellow on westbound 
Warm Springs onto southbound Broadway 
has helped.  But when ambulances or 
firetrucks come barreling through the 
cadence is interrupted in a maddening 
way. 

Nothing.  When I bike, I just give up and get 
on the sidewalk about a block or two away in 
every direction, and then follow the 
pedestrian walk/wait lights.  In other words, 
it's too busy and intense and crowded there 
to mix with the cars. 

The walk/wait lights, I guess.  Not much else 
there for them.  It's just an overall crazy 
intersection for everyone going through it. 

120 Flashing left turn from Warm Springs onto 
Broadway. 

Nothing currently Nothing currently 

121 Heading south on Ave B to Broadway I don't feel safe on a bike, except on Warm 
Springs and Jefferson (west of Ave. B) 

I walk frequently between my house and 
downtown, usually using Jefferson St. 

122 The intersection works fine for motorists.  I 
never encounter more than a five minute 
wait.  

 Wide crosswalks, sidewalks.  

123 Everything, don't change it except some 
cars park within 30 feet from a stop sign 
which makes it hard to see when turning 
on to warm springs to use that 
intersection. 

Everything, except some cars park in the bike 
lanes. 

Everything.  

124    

125    

126 a straight shot to my turn onto Reserve St 
from BSU, Winco, etc 

 crosswalks have lights and seem pretty safe 
when I use them 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
127    

128    

129    

130 High volume gets through with 2-3 lanes 
for each direction. Right turns from Warm 
springs and Idaho are always easy. Left 
turn signal off Warm Springs moves people 
through pretty well. 

No much works well for cyclists. Especially 
the Broadway/Ave B directions, there is no 
bike lane and cars do not respect a buffer for 
bikes traveling north or south. The 
intersection is so wide it doesn't make 
cyclists or pedestrians feel very safe when 
crossing. 

 

131    

132 left turn lanes   

133    

134 I don't use intersection at peak hours, but 
there doesn't appear to be much issues for 
driving. 

Warm springs sharrow is nice. Nothing 

135    

136    
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137 Close Avenue B Leave Avenue B open fir bicyclists Leave Avenue B open for pedestrians  

138    

139 The light rotation Bike lane Crosswalks 

140 Flashing yellow turn signals. bike lanes Crosswalks 

141    

142 Left turn off warm springs onto Broadway  Nothing... We stay on sidewalk then use 
pedestrian signals.  

Long signal times.  

143 knowing this is a high-use, multi-use 
section. 

avoiding Ave B and utilizing Ave C instead.  I 
tend to jump onto the sidewalk/go through 
the parking lot behind the St. Luke's building 
to get over to Fort St. 

avoiding Ave B and utilizing Ave C instead. 

144 Additional turn lanes wider intersection 
with room for bicycle s 

  

145 ok.  I'm ok with a longer wait if it means I 
don't have to risk running over cyclists and 
peds. 

ok ok 

146    

147 Stop lights, cross walks, slower speed limits 
because so much bike and walking traffic  

Fewer lanes of cars, cross walks, even bike 
lanes  

Spacious sidewalks, crosswalks, fewer cars  
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
148 The East/West route along Warm Springs 

and Main/Idaho seems to flow pretty well. 
not much The East/West route along Warm Springs 

and Main/Idaho seems to flow pretty well. 
149 Having Jefferson open!!!! Otherwise  no 

matter what elements are put in, it will be 
confusion, added time and distance, and 
utter mess and continues for years and 
years.. 

  

150    

151 Living in the East End, I walk, bike and drive 
my car through this intersection. With St. 
Luke's taking over the intersection at 
Jefferson and Broadway (which is by far 
safer than Warm Springs/Broadway, I want 
an intersection that is conducive to all 
types of traffic, but that doesn't put 
vehicular traffic over pedestrians and 
cyclists. If I have to wait longer in my car, 
that's fine. 

Dedicated bike lanes to keep everyone safe. Well lit. Traffic flow that incorporates 
pedestrians as a primary user and not as an 
afterthought. 

152    

153 Blinking yellow works well for most of us 
but some cars are turning in front of traffic 
with the right of way. 

Straight and right hand turns.  I go out of my 
way to avoid a left hand turn in traffic by 
going past the intersection or using 
Jefferson. 

North and West side crosswalk.  South side 
crosswalk is at a difficult angle for motorists 
turning South from Broadway.  Motorists do 
not watch well for pedestrians in the East 
side crosswalk. 
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154    

155 roundabout stop lights stop lights   

156 Light is predictable. Bicyclists navigate 
easily without impeding cars. 

flows well at light good lights, safe sidewalks 

157    

158 Lights that keep traffic safe and moving They are idiots who do not pay attention to 
the lights and who dart in and out of traffic.  
I'd like to see some effective limit setting 
with them.  One almost ran into me zipping 
from sidewalk to street (not at an 
intersection) without looking. 

Lights and sidewalks. 

159 Not dealing with bicycles during heavy 
traffic hours 

Accessing during lighter traffic times to avoid 
near accidents, cyclists are very daring when 
it comes to just going through the lights if no 
one is coming.  When I ride my bike, I follow 
the same rules as cars, seems like the right 
thing to do. 

Current system works ok for walkers. 

160    

161 flashing yellow turn signals   

162 Right turn lane onto Broadway from main Bike lane on warm springs  nothing about that intersection 
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163 Flashing yellow followed by green Nothing Nothing 

164 Being able to turn left from warm springs 
onto broadway with a blinking yellow turn 
signal! 

  

165 Better light control. Traffic tends to stack 
up on warmsprings 

Good bike lanes that don't disappear. Wide 
enough so your not scared to death when 
using them.  

Well marked crossings  

166 A way to get home without a long wait 
during road construction.   

  

167    

168 Honestly, the intersection feels like it is 
operating over capacity. Nothing works 
particularly well, but nothing is 
spectacularly bad either. 

Absolutely nothing. It's a dangerous 
intersection for non-motorists. 

Absolutely nothing. It's a dangerous 
intersection for non-motorists. 

169 Synchronized lights.  The width of the lanes 
works well. 

Nothing. Coming from Broadway to the 
intersection is dangerous, especially at 
night/dusk/dawn due to the inability to see 
the lane markings.  Would benefit to have 
fluorescent lane paint.  

it's a dangerous five point intersection for 
pedestrians.  not sure anything will work for 
peds and bikes. 

170 It works well almost always. There is a bit 
of congestion at rush hour, but really, not 
that bad. 

All...it's a good intersection. All...it's a good intersection. 

171 The intersection seems to work fairly well 
for motorists. 

Nothing.  I do all I can to avoid riding my bike 
through that intersection. 
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172 the addition of the left turn yield (flashing 

yellow) lights has helped move more cars 
through. 

At least there are bike lanes.  It is currently a 
high risk intersection for bicyclists and very 
difficult to navigate. 

large sidewalks 

173 The yellow blinking turn arrows.   Having 
the signal be first come first to go after 7 
pm and on weekends. 

 Push buttons for walk signal 

174 Adding the flashing yellow light for vehicles 
turning south onto Broadway from west 
bound Warm Springs has helped quite a bit 

  

175    

176    

177 the blinking turn signal from warm springs 
to broadway 

wide lanes crosswalk 

178 Left turn lane from west-bound Warm 
Springs to south-bound Broadway.  The 
solid white lane separator on south-bound 
Broadway is helpful, too, although most 
drivers don't honor it. 

Smart bicyclists obey the lane markings and 
traffic signals.  Many, however, don't, and 
ride against traffic, or cross either street at 
improper times. 

Pedestrian signals. 

179    

180 Not much but Jefferson is essential to 
getting downtown and avoiding Warm 
Springs intersection. 

JEFFERSON JEFFERSON 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
181    

182 Nothing No issues currently More sidewalks on the 
jefferson/mckinley/franklin street leading to 
ave B would be safer and helpful for 
pedestrians. Currently pedestrians have to 
walk in the street starting at Franklin rd 
83712 until they reach mckinley. 

183 Minimal wait times compared to large 
intersections is west Boise. 

N/A - I currently use Ave B and Jefferson St 
when bicycling from my neighborhood to 
downtown and back. If Jefferson St is closed 
in the future I will expect this intersection to 
have well thought out accommodations for 
bicycle use. 

Well marked crosswalks. 

184 works as is  dangerous lines on road opposite 
emergency exit that people think is a cross 
walk (It's a don't block this area of the road) 

185 Driving on Main and turning left onto  ave 
B to avoid backed up traffic on Broadway    

  

186 signal timing is good   

187 Do not close Jefferson! Do not close Jefferson! Do not close Jefferson! 

188 traffic light sequence Don't bike Sufficient crossing time in seconds. 
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189 Clearly marked lane. People always get out 

of their lanes while turning onto Broadway 
nearly causing accidents. Clearly marked 
bike lanes. 

Wide, green bike lanes. Feel like they are 
secure from traffic. 

Lights that last long enough so they don't 
have to run across the intersection before 
the light changes.  

190    

191  Separate bike lane  Wide sidewalks and safe cross walks  

192    

193 The blinking left turn light that was added 
works great. Keeping Jefferson open will 
help decrease traffic & give locals an 
alternative to avoid congestion. 

Bike lanes of course. Keeping Jefferson open 
will also help bicyclist. 

Cross walks of course. I like the lights that 
turn "walk" before the light turns green to 
give the person a head start before cars 
turning right go. Like the one on the the 
west end of the intersection of Myrtle & 
Broadway. 

194 Not much - traffic is bottle-necked at 
Warms Spring and Front when I leave for 
work and at Broadway on my way home. 
It's really the only way out of the East End 
to get to the Connector. 

I ride my bike to run errands and go 
downtown for dining and entertainment - 
Jefferson is my main biking route - I avoid 
Warm Springs/Broadway because the bike 
lane ends before the intersection and I don't 
want to ride on sidewalk since I might 
encounter pedestrians. 

I walk for exercise and recreation in and 
around the project area. It works OK for 
pedestrians now - but I'm concerned that 
thr St. Luke's proposed expansion is going to 
increase traffic to the point that Ave B will 
become a barrier to downtown. 

195    
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196 Having on-street parking spaces for shorter 

visits to hospital. To have a right hand turn 
from Jefferson to Fort Street to reduce 
time at the traffic light. 

Being able to go through Jefferson to get to 
and from downtown with less cars. 

To be able to walk in straight efficient 
routes to and from downtown. 

197 Turn lanes, dedicated turn signals, flashing 
yellow turn signals are a great 
improvement. 

Cross walks and easy to read walk signals for 
all crossing paths. 

Cross walks and easy to read walk signals for 
all crossing paths. 

198 Timed stop lights Using sidewalks to get away from vehicle 
traffic 

Marked crossings with stop lights 

199 Blinking yellow/solid green left turn signal 
and dedicated left turn lane from Warm 
Springs onto southbound Broadway 

Not much; maybe the shared/dedicated bike 
lanes leading up to the intersection along 
Warm Springs 

 

200 Yellow turn arrow off Warm Springs to 
Broadway 

Cycling Straight on Warm Springs to 
downtown 

 

201 left hand turn signal nothing comes to mind button to trigger pedestrian crossing 

202  A clear lane for bikes. Bright, solid crosswalks. 

203 I think north south works well as the light is 
really long those directions. Crossing Ave B 
east west can take some time 

Not much, really. At the intersection, 
anyway. The bike lanes on Warm Springs are 
great. The southeast corner of Warm Springs 
and B is really narrow for bike and cars but 
opens up as you head east into the 
neighborhood.  

Similar to above. I am often along that route 
pushing a stroller. There is zero staging area. 
Just this narrow strip of  sidewalk (some 
with concrete walls which makes it feel even 
smaller). Feels unsafe 

204 Westbound warm Springs to southbound 
Broadway. 

 Unfortunately, nothing. There are no bike 
lanes and traffic is constantly forced into the 

The crosswalks are adequate. 
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path of cyclists or vise versa. . 

205 The road is paved.  na There are protected signals. 

206 The lagging left turn signals (flashing yellow 
arrows) are terrific.  

Other than sheer volume of traffic creating a 
scary intersection, its generally fine.  

All fine.  

207 n/a n/a n/a 
208 If vehicles don’t run the traffic control 

lights it is safe.  
I avoid biking through this intersection and 
use an alternate route for safety reasons.  

If vehicles don’t run the traffic control lights 
it is safe.  

209 n/a n/a n/a 
210 Being able to avoid it by using Jefferson St. 

Flashing arrow allows for better traffic 
flow; knowing the sequences of how the 
lights work allows for getting into most 
efficient lane (straight or turn left coming 
from downtown and into east end) 

Cross walks help but this area tough on a 
bike-options to cross thru Jefferson is 
helpful! 

n/a 

211       
212       
213       
214 synchronized lights, yield options for 

turning left. 
not much, consistent bike lanes on all streets 
leading into the intersection are needed. 

crosswalks? 

215 The intersection seems to work well for 
motorists most of the time.  Particularly 
since the yellow blinking left turn arrow 
was added. 

Cyclists have the option of using the regular 
traffic lights or a (probably) safer alternative 
of using the pedestrian walk lights.  I don't 
believe this intersection is any more or less 
dangerous for cyclists as any other in the 
City.   

Light cycles are fairly short, making the wait 
time for a crosswalk light short as well. 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
216 yellow arrow in conjunction w green arrow The intersection does not work for bicyclists: 

the marked bike paths stop short of the 
intersection, so the bicyclists are completely 
unprotected in the intersection. 

The green crossing light works for 
pedestrians, but it can be a long wait.   The 
little island also helps and feels safe enough 
(but it's starting to look pretty bad due to 
weeds)  

217   Not sure. Do not bike downtown. Not sure. Do not walk from house to 
downtown. 

218       
219 Jefferson is the quickest way to Downtown, 

the post office, work, and shopping. Going 
to state street, unless you widen state 
street to four lanes in not an answer.  

Jefferson is the best for bikes  all of them 

220 keep Jefferson open.Dig under it if 
necessary. 

ibid ibid 

221 Avoiding it. avoiding it   
222 Intersection works fine for motorists. Nothing. I avoid the intersection on my 

bicycle when possible, but it's a main route 
to Boise State. 

Crosswalks 

223     clearly defined crosswalks and signals 
224 Lag left turns for some phases.  Protected 

left phase ibdications. 
Ped push buttons and cycle length.  W.S. ave 
WB bike refuge at ped island.  Main EB 
BIKE/ped refuge islamd.  Idaho st recaiving 
width for rt ln car & bike (ceases to be good 
at Lukes pes crosswalk) 

Length of phase for crossing.  Ped buttons. 
(Main west to W.S. used to be a hazard for 
some users before it was moved to the 
downtown side of pole). Heu, it worked well 
enough to let a whole house crawl through -
the night of Boise City  Council hearing on 
St. lukes) 

225 Travel during slack times or use the Use Jefferson Street instead of this Cross walks 
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Jefferson Street instead. Jefferson should 
be changed to a two way street through 
downtown and should not be vacated. 

intersection, it is not bike friendly and has 
too much traffic. 

226       
227 Long light times on Broadway The mechanism on light poles alerting 

system to their presence 
The mechanism on light poles alerting 
system to their presence 

228 Another option, so the left turn onto 
Jefferson doesn't get so backed up. 

safer more quiet ride when pulling a child in 
a bike trailer than fort...can't imagine taking 
a bike trailer through a round a bout. 

haven't used it as a pedestrian 

229 Maybe the left turn lane onto Broadway. Nothing Long lights for crossing. 
230 the left turn light from warm springs onto 

broadway is usually long enough to allow 
the considerable number of cars lined up 
to get through 

whatever they darn well please the walk light is long enough for even a slow 
walker 

231   Nothing. This is already a dangerous 
intersection for cyclists. I have seen several 
close calls when inattentive drivers almost 
hit a pedestrian or cyclist. I often detour to 
the Jefferson light to cross Ave. B.  The 
current "improvements" are only going to 
make the intersection MORE dangerous for 
cyclists. 

  

232 to reduce scheduling local event's (softball, 
football and concerts) all at the same time.   

Right know the only scary thing I can think of 
is when the vehicle/person taking the left.  
The bicyclists/pedestrians have to be alert, 
especially when there is a blinking yellow and 
the driver is anxious and paying attention 

Same as bicyclists above. 
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mainly to the oncoming driver.  In general it's 
an unsafe crosswalk and is getting worse and 
worse.  If there was another route into town 
(like through Bannock) close by, I would 
prefer to use that.  

233 Existing number of lanes, buffer d 
bike/pedestrian lanes 

Buffer d bike lanes Protected lanes 

234 North-south traffic because it is given high 
priority by the traffic lights. 

    

235       
236 Timed lights ?? Crosswalks 
237 Flashing yellow light for left turn Not much Cross walks 
238 Off hours.  During peak periods, which are 

always the work commute times and 
events, this becomes a nightmare. 

Being extremely patient and very defensive; 
you cannot trust people to stop at a red if 
they are there early, and they will turn into 
you. 

Same as bicyclists. 

239       
240 Turn lanes with yellow flashing lights in 

addition to green arrow.  Through lanes 
same as the pedestrians and motorists 5 pedestrian walks with lights 

241 quick and easy access to the connector, 
downtown and northend 

quick and safe access to downtown quick and safe access to downtown 

242 Right now, it's too busy. Timing of lights.  Less traffic. Time to cross intersection. 
243 Patience!  Avoiding high density traffic 

times of the day.   
  Longer timing of crossing lights for elderly 

and disabled people.    
244 overall traffic flow - yellow left turn signal 

from Warm Springs to Broadway - right 
turn lane from WS onto Ave. B. - good 

feels safe and comfortable in cross walk - the 
intersection is big, but manageable 

feels safe and comfortable in cross walk - 
the intersection is big, but manageable 
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visibility of pedestrians/bikes in cross walk 
- human scale of intersection helps me be a 
more aware and conscientious driver.  

245 traveling east-bound on Main with turns or 
straight. traveling west-bound on Warm 
springs with turns or straight. 

    

246 Easy right turn onto Warm Springs. Crosswalks with lights Crosswalks with lights 
247       
248       
249 The only part of this intersection that 

currently works well for motorists is the 
eastbound approach from Main Street.  
The three lanes, presenting three clear 
options, are well designed and the 
approaches clearly marked in enough time 
for most drivers to make the suitable 
choice for their desired destination. 

No approach to this intersection works well 
for bicyclists.  As an avid recreational 
bicyclist, I routinely avoid this intersection. 

None of the approaches work well for 
pedestrians. 

250 Ample approach lanes, protected left turn 
phases on all approaches, free running 
rights on the northeast and southwest 
corners. 

Bike lanes to the east on Warm Springs, and 
generally there's enough space for bikes on 
Main and Idaho to the west. 

Islands on northeast and southwest corners 
shorten crossings slightly. 
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1 Trickiness of orange blinking left on Bdy, 

pedestrians not observing traffic entering short 
turn lane right off W.S. on Bdy- 

Bicyclers riding on sidewalks as vehicles As say- never done 

2 Visibility- seeing turning vehicles and seeing 
any bikes or pedestrians 

Lack of dedicated bike lanes in the block 
approaching the intersection from east or 
west. It is not safe to be on a bike going north-
south on Broadway or Ave B 

Intersection is too big for safe 
pedestrian crossing. Handicapped 
cannot cross in time. 

3    
4 Big intersections discourage 

bikes/scooters/pedestrians 
  

5 Long delays from Ave B  Broadway. Have to 
wait for St. Luke’s employees on main, then 
miss the light thru Warm Springs. 

  

6 St. Luke’s emergency vehicles change signal 
timing several times a day 

No space for bicycles, I think bikers must push 
ped signal to get crossing signal 

Have to look at drivers before 
proceeding- dangerous 

7    
8    
9  Tough to negotiate safety. Bottleneck on W.S. 

East of intersection 
 

10  Bike lanes down the middle  
11 Going north on Broadway the right hand lane 

gets really backed up- need a right hand turn 
lane. 

  

12  People get in a hurry and don’t pay attention 
to the signals 

Same as (?) 

13 Should be a right turn only lane on Broadway 
going north/then east on to Warm Springs. 

The bike lane disappears as you ride down 
Warm Springs going west- to Broadway. 

 

14 During football games or IBG events, lots of Size of intersection0if it grows, safety will  
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back-up. definitely decline. 
15 Most of traffic north-south making it 

particularly challenging to cross the flow east-
west 

Warm Springs east-west is not safe for 
bicyclists as no room on road & narrow 
sidewalks 

East west challenging due to narrow 
sidewalks 

16 Rt turn from Main Street to Bway. Same. Also lack of street lane width when 
going across B-way to Idaho from Warm 
Spring. 

The current width of road is about limit 
of elder (?) to get across. 

17    
18 Same as mentioned above, 1) Some don’t seem 

to understand yellow/green arrows system, 
and 2) still issue w/ turning left from Warm 
Springs onto Broadway, moving to far left lane 
(which should be basic driver education 
knowledge). Again, seems to be lack of 
education on some bas.. (cut off). 3) Would 
suggest some television marketing with a 
source such as KTVB Channel 7, helping to 
visually educate public on driver, bike, 
pedestrian safety and procedures. 

Same as above. Same as above. 

19 I’ve lived on Warm Spring Ave. since 1973 but 
am concerned that newer residents are 
unfamiliar with the lanes necessary to reach 
their destinations, i.e. Botanical Garden, 
hospital, downtown, etc. 

  

20    
21  They do not follow the laws & cars. When the 

… I had on hit my truck police … nut…to pay 
for the 500 damage to my truck and he 
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worked for St. Lukes 
22    
23  No bike lane so doesn’t work well for 

bicyclists 
Motorists have a yellow turn light 
when pedestrians have walk symbol 
causing motorists to barely miss 
pedestrians 

24 Peak hours and special events tend to 
overwhelm the intersection at those times I use 
Jefferson St. – This route will only become 
more critical. 

Avoid the intersection at peak hours or when 
special events or ballgames. At off-peak 
hours, approach from south or west too 
frightening on bicycle. 

No concerns at present. 

25 Stacking of cars in left turn lane from W.S. to 
Broadway blacks cars going into lane going to 
Idaho or turning right onto Ave B. 

Need lanes for bikes, worry about hitting 
bikes 

 

26 Traffic signals although, visible, should be 
enhanced to improve timing of traffic flow at 
peak hrs. 

Bike lanes need to be made safer, by 
enhancing visibility and surface smoothness. I 
like the bright green lane highlights 
downtown. 

Motorists need to be able to see peds 
better. Maybe, a ped flyover would be  
a good alternative. 

27 Huge backup east to west – sometimes 
stopped well past cemetery – also south to 
north can back up to Front 

They insist on right of way through 
intersection and on sidewalks 

White pedestrian figure could be 
longer – as soon as it changes to 
flashing hand motorists tend to 
challenge you even though you’ve only 
gotten partially through the 
intersection. Bannock onto “b” is 
horrible turning in either direction 

28 See above  See above. They don’t process crossing 
with no concern about cars. 

29    
30   Crossing Ave B at Bannock St. from 
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either direction 
31  Left turn movements make me nervous about 

safety so I go thru instead which is no 
inconvenience to me. 

 

32 Too much traffic on Warm Springs Ave No space for bikes  
33 Back up on Broadway- cares going straight 

block right turns, timing 
Realistically can’t ride in traffic lanes-takes 
forever to use crosswalks for each segment- 
questionable/nonexistent bike lanes on 
Broadway/Ave B 

 

34 Left-turn lane from W.S. onto Broadway. Left 
turn lane from Broadway onto Idaho. 

Approach to intersection on both Main + W.S. 
is dangerous because of right-turning traffic. 
Dangerous on Broadway + Ave B for bikes- no 
room! 

Right turning motorists too quick to 
turn w/o looking. 

35  Roundabouts?  
36   Too many cars, esp. during special 

events, back ups at light starting 
around 3 p.m. Too many access points 
(corner, Donna Larson, gas station) 

37 Broadway going to Warm Springs or Idaho ? ? 
38 Dona Larsen “Park” is a disaster. Give them an 

exit onto Warm Springs. 
  

39 Danger Danger  
40  No definite safe bicycle lanes from Warm 

Springs to and from downtown area 
 

41  Minimal bike infrastructure or safe shared 
space. Bike lanes and shared outer end where 
they are needed most. 

 

42 Constantly changing traffic light patterns   
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43 This intersection works well and doesn’t need 

to be fixed 
This intersection works well and doesn’t need 
to be fixed 

This intersection works well and 
doesn’t need to be fixed 

44    
45 The single left turn lane off Warm Springs   
46    
47  Bad sight lines in and approaching the 

intersection from all directions. Too much 
motor vehicle congestion.  

 

48    
49 Southbound traffic from Front backs up beyond 

Jefferson St., doesn’t allow eastbound traffic to 
merge south on Broadway 

There is no way I would ride a bicycle through 
this intersection 

Limited time to cross east-west 

50   Very difficult intersection for 
pedestrians 

51 Back ups due to traffic volume during parts of 
day 

Congestion makes travel seem precarious Same 

52  Bike lanes/facilities disappear at the 
intersection. Very long delays. 

Very long crossing delays causes 
people to cross against the signal. 

53 Attempting to right from Broadway after 
entering from Warm Springs 

Turning left from Warm Springs to Broadway Poor corner visibility from Broadway to 
Warm Springs from south 

54 Traveling west from Warm Springs is 
congested. St. Luke’s pedestrian light (on 
demand) causes traffic congestion. 

Same as above. Too much auto 
traffic/congestion for North-South travel. 

Same as bicyclists. 

55  Scary as pedestrian or bike avoiding right 
turning cars Warm Springs/Jefferson to Ave B 
both ways & Broadway to Warms Springs 
need bike lanes through First, block past 
intersections on Idaho, Main & Warm Springs 
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56  Typically very long waits to cross Broadway/Avenue B + Warm 

Springs/Main Street 
57 When crosswalk (pedestrian_ on Main is 

activated, it holds traffic flow from moving 
through. 

No place on Broadway on Ave B for bikes in 
the road. Turning cars on Main/Warm Springs 
in often pay no attention to bikes. 

 

58 Flow is broken by pedestrians and bikers. Flow 
will be more congested with the closure of 
Jefferson. 

Highly ….able for bicyclists. Big intersection to get across. 

59    
60 Turning left + then being able to move to the 

far right lane in order to go right onto Front St. 
  

61  East bound Main (Warm Spr) to Warm 
Springs. Dangerous transition without bike 
lane. 

Southern crosswalk with these people 
(left turn signal Warm Springs to 
Broadway South) turning across 

62 Free right turns, the way some are angled lead 
to rear end collisions 

North-South-volume of motor traffic. 
Westbound from Warm Springs wide lane, not 
clear where right turn only starts. Often 
motor vehicles split lanes too early and get in 
bicycle sp..(cut off) 

Distance to cross, poor sight lines for 
cars 

63 The curves N & S bound on Broadway/Ave B 
restrict visibility of the traffic light on approach 

  

64  Bike lane on Warm Springs ends at about 
Avenue C so bikes duke it out w/ vehicles 
between there + intersection 

Ped crossings work mostly o.k. 
Although sometimes seems like a 
looong delay crossing Broadway when 
vehicles make turns prompted by turn 
signals. 

65 Too tight between Ave. B and c. Not dedicated 
right turn from Broadway to Warm Springs. 

No bike lane between Ave. B and C Long time to cross Broadway. Would 
hate a roundabout. 
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66  Absence of bike lanes makes for an 

intimidating experience. 
 

67    
68 Usually 2 light cycles before able to turn right 

from Broadway to Warm Springs at 5:30 pm- 
traffic backs up to Front. Turning left from W.S. 
to Broadway- traffic backs up all the way to the 
cemetery- 2 lanes further back are needed. 
Also traffic turning left from W.S. to Broadway 
is usually fading into R. lane in order to give … 
(cut off) to turn right on front- cutting off 
people trying to turn right from Main to B’way 

  

69    
70 The intersection is designed for motorists Everything. Sidewalks end w/ no extensions or 

slopes. See below 
It can be avoided by using Jefferson 

71 Left turn from Warm Springs to Broadway- 
instead of entering the near lane on Broadway, 
cars tend to swing wide to the right lane of 
Broadway competing with the merging traffic 
from Main St. Many cars want to get into right 
lane for right turn onto Front St. Much 
congestion for right turn onto Front. 

  

72 I worry about cyclist/pedestrian safety. Not 
clear where they should be- 

Too complex/chaotic as is- Too big for elderly, handicapped in 
particular 

73 Long wait (up to 3 cycles) turning left onto 
Broadway (s bound) from Warm Springs 

It’s just too busy Crossing Broadway (southside of 
Main/Warm Sp). Left turns from Warm 
Springs to Broadway.  

74 Possible 2-left turn lanes from Broadway/Ave B   
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to Idaho & longer left turn lanes to encourage 
traffic to migrate westward & then northward 

75    
76 Choke point turning rt. from B-way to “B” Choke point biking W on Warm Spgs & turning 

rt onto “B” 
 

77 Right hand turns w/ pedestrians, bikes. Too 
many cars on Warm Springs-lower speed limit. 

Idaho from Broadway has no room for cyclists Long crosswalk for Broadway. 

78 One-ways, no signage at hospital entrance No bike accommodations Inadequate pedestrian signals, no 
adequate wheelchair accommodations 

79    
80 Traffic stacks up from Front north to/through 

Idaho/Warm Springs; traffic in/out of Texaco 
only complicates things 

Too dangerous to ride through Trying to cross Front/Broadway is a 
long stretch 

81  Combination of heavy traffic and ignoring of 
bicycle rules of the road and bicycle use of 
crosswalks 

Heavy traffic and turning from 
numerous points 

82 West-bound W.S. is backing up in the early 
mornings 

Traffic counts are high/scary; riding on 
sidewalks- they are not anticipated  should 
be banned from sidewalks 

See answer from question #4 

83  That whole area is either confusing to 
bicyclists or ignored as far as where they can 
go 

 

84 Nothing Poor bike lane layout Everything. The intersection is not 
pedestrian friendly. 

85 the whole intersection no bike lanes crossing in to a median 
86 The intersection at Ave B and Reserve is 

horrible, especially if you are, trying to turn left 
onto Ave B.   There gave been accidents 

Trying to use State Street as an alternative to 
Jefferson.   State Street is narrow and so busy!   
I refuse to ride my bike down State and I will 

Pedestrians can actually use Fort,  
State,  Jefferson, Idaho, and Main fairly 
easily.   The intersection at Reserve and 
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involving pedestrians and bikes with cars.  not let my children ride their bikes down State 
Street either.  The intersection at Reserve and 
Ave B and the intersection where State Street 
and Fort split from Ave B are very dangerous.  

Ave is really bad for bikes and 
pedestrians.  The next intersection 
down where State and Fort split from 
Ave B is also very dangerous for bikes 
and pedestrians.  

87 The curve coming north on Broadway before 
Warm Springs is blind and doesn't provide 
adequate visibility of intersection. 

The intersection at Broadway /Warm 
Springs/Avenue B is too large to work well. 
Also, the road is in poor shape and very 
bumpy when crossing Broadway/Ave B 

I don't cross at Broadway/Warm 
Springs/Avenue B because of how large 
it is. I feel safer crossing at Ave B and 
Jefferson 

88 closing east Jefferson I do not know I do not know.  When I walk to 
downtown it seems pretty easy.   

89 poorly timed lights at connecting roads that 
cause traffic backups 

Wearing headphones and not paying 
attention to the other users of the road :) 

texting and walking 

90 long wait times for turning onto Warm Springs 
from Broadway/Ave B.  confusing turn lane 
markings. 

no bike lanes at intersection; dangerous 
crossings, particularly if you want to turn left 
from Warm Springs onto Broadway 

Long crossings, long waits; conflicts 
with motorists. 

91    
92 Hard to pull out of Jackson's into traffic (any 

direction onto Broadway).  Traffic comes 
whipping through the intersection and through 
that right hand turn onto Broadway.   

  

93    
94 N/a N/a N/a 
95 When turning left from Main onto Avenue B, I 

have sat through an entire light cycle - 
sometimes this left turn lane is skipped.  
Unhappy face. 

Not paying attention. Not paying attention, they may have 
the right of way, but being right could 
mean being DEAD right. 

96 Intersection seems to work ok Because the roadway pinches in on the east Intersection seems to work ok 
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(warm springs) leg of the intersection, it is 
dangerous during moderate to heavy traffic. 
Broadway/Avenue B is also dangerous for 
bicycles without a bike land and with 
significant turning traffic. 

97 There is consistently backup from Front Street 
connector all the way back to Warm springs 
ave during heavy use times; slows traffic 
traveling southbound 

  

98 The right turn lane going from Warm Springs to 
Broadway is often a source of problems.  Also, 
the left turn lane from Warm Springs to 
Broadway is often clogged by people turning 
left and then it is difficult to go East or down 
Broadway.  That lane often jams during rush 
hour with cars often blocking the intersection.  
It doesn't seem like the lights are well 
coordinated with the Broadway lights. 

Streets are narrow.  It is very tricky for cyclists 
after they cross the intersection on Warm 
Springs going East because of all the parked 
cars.  It is also tricky for motorists there.   

The right turn lane at Warm Springs 
and Broadway.  I usually try to avoid it 
by crossing earlier. 

99 Long signal waits Warm Springs to Idaho st. 
UGLY intersection needs landscaping . Turning 
from Warm springs left to the far right lane so 
that you can turn right on Front. Cluster Mess 
and very dangerous!!! 

No proper place to ride and wait for signal 
change. Hostile vehicle environment. No lane 
on Idaho to ride  on to from Warm springs. 
Ridiculously light signal changes. Lack of 
pleasing esthetic. Needs a barrier between 
cars and bike lane. If this is the only way out 
of the east end, this better be efficient ! 

This is one of the worst walking 
intersections in Boise. It's pound, UGLY, 
unsupportive to leisurely walking 
comfort. Yet it is an important bridge 
between downtown and east 
end/north end 

100 Turning right from Broadway onto Warm 
Springs is impeded by the lack of a dedicated 
right turn lane. Many right turning vehicles 
stack up behind one vehicle waiting to proceed 

Many bicyclists don't wait for a "walk" signal 
before crossing Broadway or Warm Springs. 
They just proceed and expect motorists to 
watch and wait for them. 
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north on Broadway. 
101 Congestion, particularly the left turn lane 

(southbound) at Warm Springs.  It's 
compounded by the backup at Broadway/Front 
(Water Center/Whole Foods vicinity) 

Amount of traffic. Lots of motorists not heeding "walk" 
lights.  Also motorists running red 
lights.   Demands a lot of constant 
"situational awareness." 

102 Horrible light cycles. Closing streets!!! Having an unsafe lane. Ones that don’t cross 
over car lanes or just end.  

Drivers 

103 NB onto State can back up during rush hour unprotected crossing across Broadway (no 
green path) 

motorists 

104 rush hour Congestion No lanes No issue 
105 light for north/south traffic goes longer than 

east/west  
no bike lanes so have to get on sidewalks or 
take up whole lane and make sure cars see 
you  right hand turn lanes don't look for you 
in crossing area 

the Y off Warm Springs - people don't 
stop for you  the corner by chiropractor 
is not visible to cars  right hand turn 
cars don't look for you 

106 When it is congested it can take a long time to 
get through the intersection, particularly if you 
are turning left from Warm Springs on to 
Broadway. From the east end there are no 
reasonable alternatives to this intersection to 
go to WinCo, Whole Foods, Connector, etc.   

Very difficult to turn left from Warm Springs 
(going west) onto Broadway, unless you just 
cross Warm Springs early and go on the 
sidewalk on Broadway.  

Have to cross turn lanes as well as the 
main lanes of traffic. When walking 
east towards Warm Springs the 
sidewalk gets weird if you are on north 
side of street.  

107 Extremely long lines form in the left turn lane 
going west off Warm Springs to south on 
Broadway during peak hours.  Cars can be 
backed up to the east end of Pioneer 
Cemetery.  The right hand turn lane going 
south on Broadway turning west onto Front 
Street backs up all the way into the Warm 
Springs/Broadway/Ave B intersection during 
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busy times. 
108 sometimes the timing of the traffic lights seems 

erratic. in conjunction with Jefferson's, the light 
timing can make getting out of Reserve difficult  
a certain times of day. 

very little accommodation for bikes, esp. 
coming up B'way  approaching Warm Spgs, 
where I invariably have to ride up on the 
sidewalk to get positioned to cross the 
intersection 

sidewalks are too narrow & close to 
heavy traffic 

109    
110    
111  Left hand turns Crossing multiple streets 
112  No protected lane  
113    
114    
115    
116 Right hand lane heading up Broadway toward 

St. Luke's during rush hour. 
I don't know Well to be honest, jaywalking. 

117    
118 Coming from Warm Springs and trying to turn 

left onto Broadway or right onto Ave B.  
Mornings, lunch and 5 p.m. traffic is a mess. 

  

119 See prior.  On top of everything else, there are 
times when westbound Warm Springs is so 
backed up with southbound Broadway traffic 
that you can't get through to the clear space 
you see ahead for turning north on Ave. B.  
With the athletic fields on one side and the 
cemetery on the other, I don't know how you 
can widen it, but perhaps you can make the 

It's so tight through there, with no real bike 
lanes through the intersection. 

It can be terrifying to walk it (and I 
have) when you are wondering if those 
who may turn right on a red WILL as 
you head toward them on foot, trying 
to make eye contact, and they are 
distracted and just GO THROUGH 
regardless. 
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intersection less busy somehow.  (Letting St. 
Luke’s increase in size and commandeer 
Jefferson will only make it all worse.) 

120 Cars not yielding turning right from Main St. 
onto Broadway or Broadway onto Warm 
Springs.  Motorist cutting thru parking lot of 
chiropractor on corner.    At Broadway and 
Front need a barrier to prevent people heading 
south on Broadway turning right and then 
immediately trying to turn left across 5 lanes 
into Whole Foods. 

Hard to get across intersection in any 
direction.  Especially bad if cyclist is turning 
left from Warm Springs onto Broadway - Have 
non - yielding right turners from Main. St. and 
no room to cross traffic going straight thru 
intersection. 

The people turning right don't pay 
attention to pedestrian's crossing.  
Crossing light too short for slower 
walkers 

121 Heading north on Broadway to Ave B, turning 
right on Warm Springs, traffic during sports 
games at Dona Larsen Park, the light to get 
onto Ave B from Jefferson is very long 

I don't feel safe on streets without bike lanes. 
I see cars run the red light at Ave. B and 
Jefferson, driving south, frequently and have 
almost gotten hit on my bike. 

I see pedestrians (usually seniors) try to 
cross Ave B, between St. Luke's and E. 
Bannock, which is dangerous, I see cars 
run the red light at Ave. B and 
Jefferson, driving south, frequently. 

122 I can't think of anything unless traffic is 
expected to increase with the closure of 
Jefferson.  

 Poor visibility when crossing Warm 
Springs during sporting events.  

123 Nothing Cars park in the bike lane Nothing 
124 Left turn lane heading west on warm springs - 

often congested and waits are long. Also the 
right turn lane on warm springs heading the 
same direction doesn't have a lane of its own, 
forcing folks who wish to turn right wait behind 
traffic going straight. 

  

125    
126 too much traffic at Reserve/Fort to make a left   
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turn safely at almost every time of day 
127    
128 There's so much traffic now, I can't imagine 

what it will be like when the "release valve" 
Jefferson St. is closed. 

  

129   Cars turning onto Broadway and Warm 
Springs don't look out for pedestrians 
or bicyclists. 

130 Long waits at rush hour, particularly after work. 
Also it's hard to mix with bikes given there is 
now shoulder or bike lanes. 

No bike lanes on Broadway/Ave B. Expansive 
intersection to cross. Coming off Idaho 
towards Warm Springs can be scary when lots 
of cars are turning right onto Broadway and in 
a hurry. 

Long waits for pedestrian signals. 

131    
132    
133    
134 The reverse-cycle left turn lane on to Idaho is 

strange if you're not expecting it. 
Speed limits on Idaho & Main are too high, 
need bike lanes. Speed limits in all of 
downtown are too high, and it would be easy 
to slow them with the timed lights. Broadway 
is a 'bike on the sidewalk' street, or needs 
protected lane. 

The free right turns are terrible for 
pedestrians. 

135    
136    
137 Long wait at intersections    
138    
139  Bike lane right at the intersection on the east Very busy intersection 
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side 
140 left hand turn lane from WS to Broadway 

confuses some cars to think it is a double turn 
lane. 

lots of traffic lots of traffic 

141    
142 Non singing lights with turning left from 

Jefferson onto Broadway and through 
intersection.  

Everything. This is not bicycle safe. Warm 
springs merges bikes into traffic at the 
tightest spot the doesn't give any bike lanes to 
turn into.  

 Pedestrians are vulnerable to car 
traffic on the side walks on Broadway. 
There is no barrier or buffer between 
cars and sidewalk.  

143  No bike lanes!  Very hard to go south from 
Fort onto Ave B then wanting to turn east.   

 

144 Narrowing or blocking this intersection not 
work for anyone 

  

145 ok.  I'm ok with a longer wait if it means I don't 
have to risk running over cyclists and peds. 

  

146    
147 It doesn't work to have more lanes of traffic 

and high speed limits in high bike/walk areas. 
There will be a lot of pedestrians in this area as 
it continues to expand. Motorists need 
reminders to slow down.  

More lanes of traffic because motorists drive 
faster and don't know bikes as much, very 
scary for walkers/bikers (see Parkcenter, it's 
like a highway) 

More lanes of traffic because motorists 
drive faster and don't know bikes as 
much, very scary for walkers/bikers 
(see Parkcenter, it's like a highway) 

148 Driving North bound on Broadway the area is 
very congested and backed up. 

I don't feel this a very safe intersection overall 
for cyclists. There is not a lot of room 
between the cars and people on bikes. 

No major issues. I think people turning 
right from Warm Springs and Main 
street need to be careful as they cross 
the turning lane. 

149 Redirection, circles, added lights, more lanes.   
150    
151  This is a potentially dangerous intersection. Same as above. This is a potentially 
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While I'm on my bike, there's nothing worse 
than having to combat vehicles/drivers that 
feel like bicyclists are a nuisance. Or assuming 
they are the only ones on the road. 
Awareness that the roads are shared is 
extremely important. 

dangerous intersection. While I'm on 
foot, I often find myself on the 
defensive at this intersection. Or 
assuming they are the only ones on the 
road. Awareness that the roads are 
shared is extremely important. 

152    
153  Turning S from Warm Springs...too many 

lanes of traffic merging to feel safe as a 
cyclist. 

S side crosswalk and E side crosswalk 
due to difficult lines of sight and 
inattentive driving. 

154    
155 stop light round about round about 
156 Can be a long light on Jefferson no bike lane works well 
157    
158 Lights are long and bicycle riders do not obey 

traffic laws. 
Their refusal to follow traffic laws. Streets are quite wide so it takes them 

some time to cross. 
159 Worrying about cyclists barreling through, long 

lights 
Lack of direction about how to clear 
intersection 

Long lights 

160    
161 no turn lane heading north on Broadway 

turning onto warm springs.  I spend half my life 
sitting at that light or I cut through the 
chiropractors parking lot 

need a bike lane on Warm Springs THROUGH 
the intersection onto Main 

 

162 Short left turn signals for Broadway onto main, 
Ave B onto warm springs. Right from Broadway 
to warm Springs also needs a dedicated right 
turn lane  

Main is a disaster with three lanes and no 
dedicated bike lane. 

 

163 pedestrians crossing light is green when cars The double left turn lane thingy from warm Nothing 
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left turn light is also green springs onto Broadway 
164 The light to turn left onto Warm Springs from 

Ave B is very short in duration 
  

165 When lights aren't set correctly and traffic 
backs up. Currently lights seem to be set for 
Broadway assuming not a lot of traffic from 
other directions 

No safe bike lanes or too narrow lanes.   

166 Long waits and back up on AVE B Need more places to cross.  
167    
168 1) The left turn lane going from Warm Springs 

to Broadway is a choke point that cannot the 
amount of traffic it receives.  2) Traffic heading 
south from Ave B to Broadway overcrowd the 
intersections during light changes, particularly 
during peak periods. This makes it impossible 
for anyone heading East from Main to Warm 
Springs to get through the intersection, 
including emergency vehicles. 

Nothing at this intersection works well for 
bicyclists. This is why closing off Jefferson 
would be extremely problematic for bike 
commuters.    One of the worst crossing 
points for bike commuters involves heading 
East from Main to Warm Springs. There is no 
room for cars and cyclists to fit through the 
point where main becomes Warm Springs. 
This transition spot is extremely dangerous for 
cyclists.    I NEVER use this intersection when 
traveling by bike. I always opt for Jefferson, or 
cut over to the Green Belt. There is simply too 
much risk of a car/bike collision to take the 
chance. 

As is the case for bike commuters, 
nothing at this intersection works well 
for pedestrians. This is why closing off 
Jefferson would be extremely 
problematic for non-motorized traffic.    
Navigating the crossings at every point 
of this intersection become 
increasingly dangerous at night. unless 
I had absolutely no other option, I 
would not use this intersection as a 
pedestrian. 

169 Merging from Main Street to Broadway. Traffic lanes not visible in the 
dusk/dawn/night hours.  Fluorescent stripping 
and markers needed. 

Traffic lanes not visible in the 
dusk/dawn/night hours.  Fluorescent 
stripping and markers needed. 

170 The high school games also cause backup on 
Broadway, and pedestrians tend to jaywalk. 

Broadway needs a bike lane between front 
and warm springs/Idaho/main. Otherwise, 

Just the jaywalking from the high 
school football field. The intersection is 
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Love having community events close to home 
though, and a little inconvenience is worth it. 

just the typical bad driving bad biking 
problems of Boise:) 

fine. 

171 That cars get backed up in the far-right lane on 
northbound Broadway. I get in the right lane, 
though I continue straight on Broadway to turn 
right on Jefferson.  I've almost been hit many 
times as drivers in the left lane cut across to get 
in the right lane just north of the 
Broadway/Warm Springs intersection. 

Lack of bike lanes on Broadway and Avenue B. 
This forces many people who ride bikes to 
tide on the sidewalk.  It is difficult for driver to 
see cyclists crossing to the sidewalk using the 
diagonal crosswalks on the NE and SW corner. 

Motorists turning East onto Warm 
Springs from northbound Broadway 
generally don't see pedestrians 
crossing in the Warm Springs 
crosswalk. 

172  warm springs has nice bike lanes.  Broadway, 
Main St., Idaho St., and Ave B. do not have 
sufficient bike lanes to provide enough 
protection to cyclists and navigate the 
intersection.   

 

173 long wait for traffic turning So. onto Broadway 
from Warm Springs. 

  

174 Still very congested at peak hours Bike lane on Warm Springs ends east of the 
intersection 

 

175    
176    
177 merging from warm springs to Broadway with 

continuous right hand turn from Main St.  turn 
signal southbound Broadway to warm springs 

no bike lane at beginning of warm springs--
too narrow 

works well 

178 Short left turn signal from Ave. B. southbound 
to eastbound Warm Springs. 

 Too many pedestrians crossing on 
street or the other against the signal, 
when cars are turning left from one 
street to the other. 

179    
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180 Both Warm Springs and Broadway toward 

Front 
ANYWHERE AROUND WARM SPRINGS Same 

181 Flow. Dangerous. Too much traffic.  
182 Long lights at Warm Springs and Broadway.  Incomplete and broken sidewalks 
183 Traffic congestion at peak travel times. There is 

no ability to make a left turn from Main St onto 
Ave B unless the green turn arrow is on, left 
turn from Warm springs onto Broadway is 
permitted if traffic allows during the same 
signal cycle, sight distances and speeds are the 
same for both directions. 

There are no bike lanes through this 
intersection, I don't use it when riding in the 
area, I use Jefferson St. 

 

184   see previous (whoops) 
185 Current 2 lanes with traffic backing up on 

Broadway in right lane to accommodate right 
turns onto Warm Springs as well as waiting g 
for pedestrians to cross warm springs.   

  

186  The intersection is simply not bike friendly.    
187 More traffic if you close Jefferson.  Do not close 

Jefferson.    Long waits at red lights. 
More traffic if you close Jefferson.  Do not 
close Jefferson.     

 

188   Motorists and bicyclists 
189  The absence of a bike lane. Short walk times.  
190    
191    
192 No right turn lane on Broadway to E. Warm 

Springs Ave 
  

193    
194 See answer to 4. See answer to 5. See answer to 6. 
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195    
196 Difficulty seeing pedestrians and bicyclists or 

giving them enough room. 
Right turning cars from Jefferson to Ave 
B/Fort Street.    No way to cross Avenue B  
from Bannock Street once going through St. 
Luke's campus. 

The multiple directions of turning cars 
when waiting to cross at Avenue B and 
Jefferson.    Not being able to cross 
Avenue B when walking through St. 
Luke's campus from Bannock Street . 

197 Need better markings for turn lanes. Left turn 
going west to south onto Broadway has 
conflicts with east bound right turns off Main. 
Concert traffic when Botanical Garden has an 
event. 

I find the current crossing pattern works 
pretty well. 

I find the current crossing pattern 
works pretty well. 

198 Turning left; merging onto Warm Springs 
Avenue 

Merging onto Warm Springs Avenue Long waits at crosswalks 

199 No right turn only lane off northbound 
Broadway onto Warm Spring (right lane gets 
backed up with people proceeding straight), 
short left turn lane and light for turning onto 
Warm Springs off southbound Broadway 

Approaching the intersection from pretty 
much all directions (e.g., hard to get into left 
turn lane on Warm Springs to turn onto 
southbound Broadway from the right side of 
the street - cars often don't yield even though 
it's a shared lane).  North and southbound on 
Broadway is horrible - needs dedicated bike 
lanes.  Southbound on Broadway from Warm 
Springs to Front is difficult because you should 
be on the right, but then have to cut across 
manhole covers and the right turning traffic if 
you want to continue straight towards 
Myrtle/Park.  Likewise if you're approaching 
from downtown Idaho/Main and want to 
continue straight onto Warm Springs, you're 
in the midst of car traffic. 
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200  Pretty much the entire intersection where you 

have to turn across lanes. 
Crossing Broadway or Warm Springs 
after events at Donna Larsen 

201 backed up traffic and cars who block the 
intersection so cross traffic can't get through 

trying to get into the correct lane to cross 
from Main to Warm Springs 

cars that do right turn on right without 
looking 

202 The left turn off Warm Springs onto Broadway, 
at a blinking yellow light is a little funny if you 
have to immediately get in the right lane (to 
turn R on Front).  

Riding a bike down Broadway from Warm 
Springs just seems dangerous, too narrow, too 
many cars crossing lanes to turn right 

 

203 see previous answers see previous answers see previous answers 
204 Traffic volume from the south and the east. no bike lanes, no designations for cyclists. 

Drivers of vehicles are inattentive. This is 
incredibly dangerous intersection. 
Motorcyclist try to avoid it. Most cyclists 
would prefer to use Jefferson. 

 

205 Congestion. Lights are not synchronized. Traffic 
south on Broadway trying to turn onto Front 
backs almost to warm springs.  

Not much room. No bike lanes. generally a 
situation throughout Boise. They don't help 
their cause when they don't obey the rules of 
the road. No lights at night and riding the 
sidewalks. 

People Jaywalk across Ave. B rather 
than using the lights. 

206 Roadway paint is not reflective enough—when 
it rains, the painting is impossible to see.  

Broadway and Ave B are not bike-friendly in 
either direction (North-South) 

Its fine for peds. 

207 What doesn’t help the Warm Springs 
intersection, as far as Southbound traffic is 
concerned is the single right-hand turn at Front 
Street. Having two (2) right-hand turn lanes 
there might reduce stacking and improve flow 
for southbound traffic.  

n/a 5-legged intersection, with various left-
hand turning movements per signal 
cycle makes crossing Broadway and/or 
Idaho/Warm Springs/Avenue B 
difficult.  

208 Too many vehicles running the lights and Too much traffic to feel safe for me to bike.  Right turn on red vehicles do not yield 
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shifting lanes approaching the intersection to 
reach the turn lane. Turn lane backing up 
blocking regular lane.  

to pedestrians.  

209 n/a n/a n/a 
210 Long back ups, Broadway  - Avenue B Bike lane into shared lane SO dangerous 

especially for children! 
Motorists inattentive and hurried.  

211       
212       
213       
214 flow- too much vehicle traffic for the small 

intersection that backs up in all directions- 
mostly on  Broadway heading North, and Warm 
Springs heading West or turning South on to 
Broadway  

need bike lanes into and out of the 
intersection from all directions. 

  

215 No issues that I can identify.  Poor driving 
habits and lack of respect for pedestrian traffic, 
again, like anywhere else in the city. 

Busy intersection.  I personally don't use the 
intersection for cycling.  I use E Jefferson St 
(soon to be closed off) or the Greenbelt for 
my access to downtown on my bike. 

Hasty drivers who nearly run down 
pedestrians on corners. 

216 Entering Warm Springs from side streets, such 
as E. Bannock (where I live) or from Straughan 
and Walnut.   I have trouble entering Warm 
Springs for 2 reasons:  1. during peak times, the 
line extending from the intersection extends 
past the Children's Home and drivers are 
unwilling to let in side traffic.  2. Even when it's 
not peak hours, traffic on Warm Springs is 
tense and fast-moving, making it difficult for 
motorists to enter from side streets.  3.  There 

There is no protection at the intersection, 
especially from right-turning traffic.  Could 
bicyclists be given a separate traffic light?    

Speeding drivers.  There are lots of 
them; not just on Warm Springs but 
also on side streets off Warm Springs.  
Enforcement of speed limits in my 
neighborhood seems rare.  
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is already way too much traffic converging on 
that intersection--and there are at least four 
new developments that will make it even 
worse: .   (1) new construction near and East of 
Harris Ranch (2) new strip mall construction on 
Broadway just S of the intersection (3) St.Luke's 
expansion plans and planned closure of 
Jefferson, (4) the reconstruction of Broadway 
Bridge.  This combination of factors is likely to 
result in serious delays, angry drivers, and 
accidents.  If there should be a natural disaster, 
s.a. fires in the hills or flooding (this is a flood 
zone),  the traffic congestion at the intersection 
could have tragic results for the neighborhoods 
in the foothills and near Broadway and by 
Warm Springs.  

217 Long wait times, especially around 8:30 or 5:30. 
I think blinking yellow light in turn signals is 
dangerous. Motorists following a blinking 
yellow light often think they have the right 
away and will turn in front of those who have a 
green light on opposite side of Warm Springs. 

    

218       
219 closing Jefferson! You all ready closed Bannock 

and you made it very difficult to take Idaho, 
and State street is only two lanes- DON'T close 
Jefferson. 

    

220 closing Jefferson. ibid  ibid 
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221 Too congested. Bike lane disappears when you are going west 

on Warm Springs 
  

222   The streets and intersection have no 
designated bike lane, and because of the 
curving quality of Avenue B and Broadway, 
there is really no safe place for a bike to 
traverse the intersection. The bike lanes 
present on Warm Springs terminate at the 
intersection and it's unclear for cars and 
cyclists as to where the cyclists should be. 

  

223 the curves in the roads make it difficult to 
clearly see traffic, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 
also during inclement weather it is difficult to 
see and/or stop for pedestrians crossing at any 
of the intersections 

bicyclists transition to/from having a bike lane 
to not having a bike lane and that seems to be 
a confusing transition for non-cyclists. the 
roads are also narrow, so when cars try to 
pass cyclists they come close in contact 

there is some (unknown) urgency at 
the intersection and sometimes 
pedestrians have to jump or dodge out 
of the way of a car (often turning 
right). 

224 Peak hour anything.  W.S. SB  left onto 
Broadway rcvg ln.  Aggro types merge into 
outside ln, versus legal move to merge once 
south of the curvature in Broadway. 

NB  on Broadway. (only an Olympic gold 
mesalist would boldly occupy a lane here)  SB 
Ave B to EB W.S. Ave  EB W.S. to SB Broadway 
(name local beneficiary & have donor status 
up to date)   

Narrow sidewalk along Broadway  

225 There is too much traffic going through this 
intersection going east and west.  This will get 
worst as Harris Ranch develops and if St Lukes 
takes Jefferson 

There are no bike lanes west of Broadway The amount of traffic running through 
the intersection 

226       
227 Left turn from Avenue B onto Warm Springs.  

The light is way too short for normal traffic 
The yellow blinking lights on left turns.  
Motorists often don't see bicyclists or 
pedestrians 

The yellow blinking lights on left turns.  
Motorists often don't see bicyclists or 
pedestrians 
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228 line turning east onto Jefferson backs up 

sometimes all the way to reserve street. 
people like to run light in their cars so I've had 
a couple of near misses 

  

229 They speed down Warm Springs so run red 
light. Lights seem long and not timed for rush 
hour.  Allowing them onto Warm Springs 
instead of Park Blvd.  Park is safer. 

They don't know how to handle riding in car 
lane.  There isn't room for bikes now at 
intersection. 

It is a wide crossing and elderly don't 
always walk fast enough.  Free right 
turns ignore pedestrians. 

230 the left turn light from avenue B onto warm 
springs is too short; the lane itself is too short 
and it's dangerous because drivers going in 
both directions are heading into it 

  the blinking amber light for cars to turn 
does help auto traffic, but it's one 
more reason for concern and wariness 
on behalf of pedestrians 

231   The intersection is so large, and so clearly 
designed for automobiles that drivers don't 
even think about pedestrians or cyclists. I 
have seen several close calls with inattentive 
drivers almost hitting cyclists. 

  

232 Obviously more congestion.  Same as above and narrow bike paths.   Same as above. 
233 Too many lanes, sharp curves Unprotected lanes, routing around instead of 

through an intersection 
Not enough protect d crossing areas; 
inability to access buildings safely and 
quickly 

234 Everything other than north-south traffic.     
235       
236 Single lane back up on Warm Springs going 

west in the morning. St. Luke's pedestrian 
crosswalk available at any time for walkers, 
disrupting flow. Would be nice to make walkers 
wait occasionally, especially when the light to 
go east on Main/Warm Springs is green 

Lack of proper bike lanes Lack of "jump start" due to synched up 
green walk light and stoplight. Would 
help to give walkers a jump start 

237 Too much in and out from businesses on Limited lanes, too much in and out of Not enough lighting  
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broadway businesses, too many cars 
238 Rush hours.  Left turns.  Getting through B 

Street to Fort/State. 
Any traffic. The poor drivers and lack of 

enforcement of stopping and turning 
rules. 

239 This is a congested intersection with significant 
motor vehicle traffic coming from Broadway 
going north, from East end neighborhoods 
moving west, north and south, and significant 
activities converging in one location (i.e. access 
to foothills recreation, St. Lukes, 
neighborhoods, BSU), causing significant 
congestion most of the day. 

The intersection of Broadway and Warm 
Springs is dangerous for bicyclists, given its 
many directional signals and auto volume.  I 
do NOT ride through or near this intersection 
while commuting by bicycle as it is too 
dangerous.  I use Jefferson street currently to 
move from my East end residence to 
downtown corridor for work. 

Again, Broadway/Warm Springs is 
dangerous for the pedestrians for the 
same reason stated under #8 for 
cyclist.  Too dangerous, not pedestrian-
friendly. 

240 n/a lack of designated bike lanes n/a 
241 busy at peak times tight space on the street its perfect, don't close jefferson 

access!!!! 
242 Busy. Broadway is unsafe.  Warm Springs is ok.   
243       
244 Right turn lane onto WS from Broadway could 

be improved. 
When crossing from Main Street to Warm 
Springs side of Broadway, traffic turning left 
onto Broadway is unpredictable. 

When crossing from Main Street to 
Warm Springs side of Broadway, traffic 
turning left onto Broadway is 
unpredictable. 

245 south-bound on Ave B through the 
intersection. 

    

246   The little turn islands require bicylists to cross 
on the crosswalk with lights and then cross 
the extra lane without lights. Cars don't seem 
to stop for the extra turn lane. Also, it is a long 
time between lights so trying to cross at a 

The little turn islands require bicylists 
to cross on the crosswalk with lights 
and then cross the extra lane without 
lights. Cars don't seem to stop for the 
extra turn lane. Also, it is a long time 
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diagonal can take awhile.Also, typically I am 
trying to get to the Walgreens block or to the 
greenbelt. An alternate route to the greenbelt 
would allow to avoid the entire interection. 

between lights so trying to cross at a 
diagonal can take awhile. Also, typically 
I am trying to get to the Walgreens 
block or to the greenbelt. An alternate 
route to the greenbelt would allow to 
avoid the entire interection. 

247       
248       
249 There are many problems with this intersection 

for motorists.  First, traffic heading westbound 
on Warm Springs and intending to turn south 
on Broadway routinely back up a long distance 
during the day on Warm Springs.  This 
frequently inhibits traffic intending to travel 
directly into downtown via Idaho and traffic 
intending to turn right onto Avenue B.  The 
sight line for right turning traffic from 
westbound Warm Springs onto Avenue B is 
restricted by the curve in Broadway, so drivers 
must watch intently for fast moving traffic 
coming from the left - which means they 
frequently miss southbound pedestrian traffic 
(particularly bicyclists traveling southbound on 
the east side of Avenue B on  the sidewalk) that 
intends to cross the right turn lane.  The timing 
of the stoplight for northbound traffic on 
Broadway isn't well matched to the light at 
Front, so traffic frequently backs up on 
Broadway waiting for the light to turn to 

None of the approaches feel safe to me as a 
bicyclist.  I have a great deal of experience as 
a rider, but avoid the intersection due to the 
aggressive nature of the drivers frequently at 
this intersection.  Bicyclists frequently resort 
to using the sidewalks, and often flow against 
traffic (particularly southbound on the east 
side of Avenue B).  This means they approach 
the right turn lane for westbound Warm 
Springs traffic and often are unseen by right 
turning drivers who look intently to their left 
to compensate for a poor line of sight. 

The unusual nature of the light 
sequence frequently confuses 
pedestrians.  For example, at many 
times of the day, left turning traffic 
proceeds prior to straight traffic using a 
green arrow.  But, at other corners, left 
turning traffic follows straight traffic 
with a green arrow.  Pedestrians 
frequently anticipate which lanes 
should proceed following red lights and 
are confused by the sequencing.  They 
often wind up walking into the 
intersection while left turning traffic 
has a green arrow, causing conflict.  
Many pedestrians are not good about 
pressing the buttons to indicate their 
presence, and then wind up walking 
across the street using the green light 
instead of the walk indicator.  This 
means they can get caught in the street 
when the light changes. 
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continue north on Avenue B.  This results in 
right turning traffic frequently using the 
parking lot of the business located at the 
southeast corner of the intersection as an 
impromptu right turn lane.  Traffic heading 
south on Avenue B frequently backs up beyond 
the Bannock intersection (entrance to St. 
Luke's), causing traffic to block the entrance - 
and at times, to back up all the way to 
Jefferson.  Traffic turning south onto Broadway 
from westbound Warm Springs that intends to 
turn west again on Front frequently turns left 
into the right hand land, causing conflict 
between traffic heading west on Main 
intending to turn right (south) onto Broadway.  
During commuting hours, traffic intending to 
turn westbound onto Front from southbound 
Broadway frequently backs up nearly to the 
Warm Springs intersection.  It can be 
maddeningly difficult for traffic heading west 
on Warm Springs and turning south onto 
Broadway to merge into the right hand lane 
before the approach to Front Street due to the 
traffic backed up in the right hand lane or the 
traffic directly behind turning illegally into the 
right hand lane. 

250 Northbound right turns slow down the right 
lane during periods of heavy traffic. 

There's no space for bikes on 
Broadway/Avenue B, and traffic is moving too 
fast for most bicyclists to comfortably take the 

Sidewalks are way too narrow, 
crossings are way too long. Also, 
pedestrian crossings should be 
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lane. Also, the eastbound to southbound free 
right creates a right-hook hazard for bikes 
with cars quickly overtaking on the left and 
then crossing to the right. 

automatic here, rather than activated 
by a beg button. 
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1 Get rid of parking on each side of W.S. east of 

intersection/make turn lanes on Bdy in both 
directions longer. Improve and lengthen turn 
lane off Main onto S. Bdy. Learned last week 
at city’s neighborhood watch meeting with 
Carrie Demarelli + uniformed traffic officers 
that are 20 of them- arm twist city to put 
motorcycle officer at this location rush hour 
especially, but randomly through day as well. 

(Previous comment) Applies here too. Depress sidewalks and bike lanes under 
vehicles – do at St. Luke’s crosswalk on 
Idaho – have hospital pay- of course. 

2 Remove bicyclists or most bicyclists by 
providing alternate safe crossing of Broadway 
and Ave. B. 

Ramp or tunnel + bridge Ramp + bridge or tunnel 

3    
4 (See General Comments)   
5    
6 Realign Broadway to connect to 1st or 2nd St. 

Or at least Idaho/Main. 
Realign Broadway to connect to 1st or 2nd St. Or 
at least Idaho/Main. 

Realign Broadway to connect to 1st or 
2nd St. Or at least Idaho/Main. 

7 ?   
8    
9    
10    
11 I like roundabouts. More lanes on Broadway.   
12    
13 The Park Center option should be optimized  

… the lights on Park Center aren’t 
synchronized this… Harris Ranch traffic select 
Warm Springs. 
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14 … of current location, reroute the northbound 

traffic west onto Idaho. Make Ave B a 
collector St.  

If traffic reroutes, cyclists can safely move 
through intersection. Eastbound traffic routes 
south onto Broadway as main thoroughfare. 

 

15 Divert St Luke’s traffic to Idaho & Main & their 
campus circulation on 1st & 2nd instead of Ave 
B 

Keep a safe east-west path to downtown on 
Jefferson 

 

16    
17    
18    
19    
20    
21 Turn lane onto Warm Springs they cut through 

my parking lot 
No bike lanes Better to have wide sidewalks than a 

bike lane 
22   In-street flashing lights @ crosswalks 

(on demand) would work well @ the 
WSA/Walnut intersection. St. Luke’s 
will build a skybridge across Bdway 
(Ave B) @ Jefferson – easy pedestrian 
access to that bridge (may be an 
outdoor companion?) would be helpful 

23  Have dedicated bike lane Make sure pedestrians have enough 
time to cross street. When pedestrians 
have walk symbol, cars should not have 
yellow turn arrow. 

24 1) Deny St. Luke’s plan to vacate 
Jefferson St. – the two issues are very 
much interconnected if you live in 

Same Same 
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83712 zip code! 
2) Consider St. Luke’s massive outpatient 

clinic expansion at their site and the 
huge increases in all-day pressure on 
this intersection. 

25    
26 Better synchronization of lights, especially 

during peak hrs. 
Better design of bike lanes. Improve visibility 
for bikes, so motorists are more alert to 
cyclists presents, make bike lanes 
smoother…surface chip seal to rough and 
dangerous. 

Improve signals and make motorists 
more aware of ped crossing. (Bigger 
flashing lights, signage, etc.) 

27 Lengthen the rt. turn lanes and add a right 
turn lane S  nor Broadway – have lights set 
from Front N through B to Jefferson 

Have bike lanes on all of these streets and 
have the bikes use them 

Lengthen pedestrian crossing image to 
a realistic crossing time – flashing hand 
makes you fair game motorists 

28    
29    
30    
31    
32    
33    
34    
35 Roundabout Alternate route Tunnel 
36  Lanes on all, less access points for cars to enter 

– improve lighting 
Less rec. access from commercial. 
Funnel them in 1 or 2 spots. Improve 
lighting. 

37 Put an extra right turn only lane on Broadway 
northbound to turn into Warm Springs 

They should obey normal traffic lights No problem 
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eastbound 
38 Better lighting to better see peds and bikes at 

night (I don’t like super-bright intersections in 
general, but with the number of peds and 
bikes, we need more light) 

 Wider sidewalks in Dona Larsen park 
area – football nights are scary for 
drivers 

39 The plan displayed today plus the pictorial 
display of “accidents” (collisions) seems okay 
to me 

As a bicyclist for many years this and the 
Broadway Bridge plans make me even more 
scared to pedal such places 

They can watch and walk safety than 
we bicyclists can 

40    
41  Bike lane/safe shared route connections will 

be critical for riders on Warm Springs and 
Broadway Ave B. There are important roads 
for access to from downtown coming to/from 
the south and east. 
Bike boxes/green boxes would be helpful, 
especially for riders attempting to make a turn. 

 

42    
43 Synchronize the traffic lights   
44  Do not allow St. Luke’s to close off Jefferson!  
45 Repaint the lanes on southbound Broadway 

and westbound Warm Springs to allow two 
left turn lanes off Warm Springs and two right 
turn lanes off Broadway onto Front. Add right 
turn traffic control light of eastbound Main to 
deconflict with left turn off Warm Springs. 
Reopen Bannock Street and keep Jefferson St. 
open to allow better traffic flow.  
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46 No changes   
47 On Broadway, Ave B and EB Warm Springs, 

replace left-turn lanes with medians 
containing trees. Reconstruct the intersection 
as a roundabout. This would involve losing 
some green space in between Main and 
Idaho, and SW of the Main/Broadway 
intersection. Implement measures to start 
calming traffic before it reaches the 
WS/Broadway intersection.  

  

48    
49    
50  I wouldn’t I would focus on pedestrians. An 

overpass if properly designed might 
really help. There are people stuck at 
the curb every day. Often the folds are 
disabled.  

51 Don’t create fewer lanes “the diet,” if the 
hospital is expanding. Consider stop signs or a 
light along WS to the east to create traffic 
gaps so it doesn’t bunch up at the 
intersection. 

Wide sidewalks perhaps. I think it works as the 
streets are not so wide as to seem unsafe to 
bicycles. Preserve the width of the streets. 

Same as bicycles 

52 Accept traffic delays. Building bigger doesn’t 
mean better. 

Better facilities through the intersection. Longer crossing times.  

53    
54 Restrict parking on Warm Springs between 

cemetery + Broadway. Change on demand 
Bike lane (please avoid bike box that restricts 
autos turning right on red light.) 
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pedestrian light at St. Luke’s to timed. 
55  Continue bike lane from Warm Spring to Main 

St. Avenue B to First St section 
 

56  Shorter waits time to cross Broadway/Ave B + 
Warm Springs-Main 

Shorter waits time to cross 
Broadway/Ave B + Warm Springs-Main 

57    
58 Not close Jefferson!! Not close Jefferson!! Not close Jefferson!! 
59    
60    
61 Two left turn lanes from Broadway north to 

Idaho westbound. 
Green box for bikes eastbound on Main (Warm 
Spr) 

If south crosswalk signal is activated by 
button, do not allow left turns across it. 

62 Advance traffic signal for northbound 
Broadway 

Provide better wayfinding to better/alternate 
routes (Jefferson/Ave C) markings directing 
lane position (shallow 1 lane) at intersection 

No free right turns, drivers are always 
looking the opposite direction for 
vehicles and not minding people in the 
crosswalk 

63 Reduce/enforce speed limit or eliminate 
curves on Broadway & Ave B 

 The r-turn lane on W bound Warm 
Springs crossing can be a little scary 

64 Dedicated right turn lane from Broadway (N) 
turning onto Warm Springs (E). Longer left 
turn lane from Warm Springs (W) turning onto 
Broadway (S) to facilitate traffic backing up at 
light (intersection) 

  

65 Dedicated right turn lane from Broadway to 
Warm Springs, long left turn lane on Warm 
Springs. 

Bike lanes- dedicated  

66 More vehicle lanes N and S on Broadway/Ave 
B (?) 

Designated bicycle lanes E and W on Warm 
Springs/Idaho & Main through the area  
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67 2 left turn lanes from Warm Springs on to 

Broadway 
  

68 I wonder if a round-about would work better 
for everyone? It should be seriously 
considered. 

  

69 Realign Broadway to connect more directly 
with Idaho/Main couplet 

Improve the bike lanes/sidewalks on Broadway 
to Front and Warm Springs between Avenue B 
and Avenue C 

 

70 Are the lights turned from JeffersonBeacon 
& vice versa? 

Keep Jefferson open for cyclists or force likes 
to reopen Bannock 

See above 

71 Make right turn from Broadway to Warm 
Springs easier by creating a right turn lane on 
current private property 

  

72 Improve cyclist/pedestrian visibility Define and make visible a safe route thru the 
intersection- (and all the way to Whole Foods) 

Safety. Safety. Safety. It is not crossable 
as is. 

73    
74    
75    
76    
77    
78    
79  Elevated bike + pedestrian traffic circle to 

completely remove non-motorists from danger 
 

80  Require dismount and walking of bicycles 
where using crosswalks for their safety. 

 

81    
82 A) Buy right of way for rt hand turns off 1) Divert them to East Jefferson or to new R-  
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Broadway borthbound onto WS east 
B) Consider 2 lanes eastbound on W.S. for 2 

blocks 

about on Fort 
2) Build a safe roundabout at Reserve and do 

not divert bikes onto sidewalks- keep them 
in traffic w/a design. Biking lane 

3) Build both a bike & pedestrian passage 
through a corner of Donna Larsen park 
(should have been done to begin with) 

4) Put flashing lights (imbedded) in 
crosswalks at grade (as in previously in 
front of old East Jr. High) 

83    
84 Deny the closure of Jefferson Street. The St. 

Luke's expansion will double the number of 
automobile trips, which neither the 
neighborhood or the area is set up to handle. 

Deny the closure of Jefferson Street. The St. 
Luke's expansion will double the number of 
automobile trips, which neither the 
neighborhood or the area is set up to handle. 

Deny the closure of Jefferson Street. 
The St. Luke's expansion will double the 
number of automobile trips, which 
neither the neighborhood or the area is 
set up to handle. 

85 roundabout roundabout roundabout 
86 I honestly don't know, you have so much 

traffic and cars going in all different directions 
because on the one-way streets, it's kind of a 
mess.  

This is an intersection that I font think can be 
made safe for bikes.   There are do many lanes 
going in different directions, it's just not a safe 
place for bikes to be.  

Pedestrians definitely need more time 
to be able to cross the street.   With the 
hospital there,  you have people that 
are elderly, in wheelchairs,  and in bad 
health that take longer to cross.  

87 Add a right turn only lane for the northbound 
Broadway onto Warm Springs 

Add improved bike lanes and add the green 
paint and box at intersections. Along with No 
Turn on Red.  

Make the intersection a No Turn on Red 
to help protect pedestrians from 
drivers not looking right before making 
their turn. 

88 Better coordination among stop lights at I don't believe that there is a need for I do not see a need for improvement 
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Jefferson/Warm Springs/Front.  Southbound 
traffic on Avenue B backs up to Jefferson at 
times. 

improvement so long as bicyclists stay off 
sidewalks and remain in their bike lanes or 
traffic lanes. 

89 Tweak the light timing at connecting 
intersections 

not sure not sure 

90 I think this a great place for a round-about 
with that keeps traffic flowing at low speeds 
and discourages traffic flow onto Ave B/Warm 
Springs 

actual bike lanes and signals or include bike 
lane as part of a round-about solution 

Pedestrian bridges over Broadway/Ave 
B. 

91    
92    
93    
94 N/a N/a N/a 
95 Fix the left turn light for people turning from 

Main onto Avenue B so that cars don't sit 
through several cycles before getting a turn. 

When there are people crossing Warm Springs, 
and people in cars turning right from 
Broadway onto Warm Springs, the que of cars 
can sit for quite some time waiting for the 
pedestrians to cross before turning left, and 
those of us behind them get to sit and wonder 
why we are sitting and wondering at a red 
light.  Perhaps there needs to be a designated 
time for pedestrians and cyclists only, then 
vehicles only.  That would improve the 
intersection for cyclists. 

When there are people crossing Warm 
Springs, and people in cars turning right 
from Broadway onto Warm Springs, the 
que of cars can sit for quite some time 
waiting for the pedestrians to cross 
before turning left, and those of us 
behind them get to sit and wonder why 
we are sitting and wondering at a red 
light.  Perhaps there needs to be a 
designated time for pedestrians and 
cyclists only, then vehicles only.  That 
would improve the intersection for 
pedestrians. 

96  East/West bike lanes are needed through the  
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intersection. Because of the large numbers of 
turning traffic on westbound warm springs, 
bike boxes would greatly reduce the turning 
vehicle/bike hazards at this intersection. This 
type of conflict will be increased significantly if 
Jefferson is closed because many of the east 
end neighbors currently use Jefferson instead 
of Warm Springs to get downtown.  

97 perhaps provide protected turn onto Front 
street from Broadway for southbound traffic 
so that traffic doesn't get backed up from 
Front Street all the way back to Warm Springs 
- the problem isn't at Warm Springs and 
Broadway. The problem is the backup of 
traffic at Front and Broadway 

  

98 Coordinate the left turn light with Broadway 
green lights so people going south on 
Broadway and people merging to Broadway 
could keep moving.  This is the most 
dangerous part of the intersection. 

Eliminate on street parking on the south side 
of Warm Springs near the Broadway/Warm 
Springs Intersection and make a bike lane.   

The turn lanes are the hazard points.  
Blinking lights to warn motorists? 

99 Beautification. And safety for turns.  Specific bike Paths and priority. Beautification.  Definetly beautification and vehicle 
barriers.  

100 Add a dedicated right turn lane from 
Broadway onto Warm Springs.  

Dedicated bike lanes might help however, 
many bicyclists alternate between behaving 
like pedestrians and cyclists. Better signage for 
cyclists might be helpful. 

Add more refuge islands, better signage 
and lighting. 

101 Limit future growth in the area, both See above #11 See above #11.  Remember this is the 
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residential/commercial/nonprofit.  Keep E 
Jefferson open to help offset traffic at this 
intersection. 

gateway to a historic neighborhood! 

102 DON'T let St. Luke's closed off another street. 
The traffic will be horrible. Time the lights 
better. The blinking yellow is great when it's 
not high traffic, but during those high traffic 
times...change it to all one side go at a time. 
Then the next (to the right) would all go and 
do on. Not hard, large cities do it to keep the 
flow of traffic moving.  

Better bike lanes!! Keep all crosswalks available 

103 Keep Jefferson open and add through lanes if 
possible. Possibly a double turn if ROW 
provides room 

green lane across Warm Springs.  Bike lanes 
bigger 

Newer signals and crossings. Pedestrian 
buttons, phasing 

104 Okay as is Okay as is Okay as is 
105 more signals for turning  even out flow 

north/south and east/west 
bike lanes  bike boxes  right hand turns on red 
from cars not allowed 

more visibility and right hand turns on 
red from cars not allowed 

106 Try to make sure that traffic volumes through 
that intersection do not increase significantly. 
Keep alternative routes (like Jefferson Street) 
open to traffic.  

Same as above. Avoid increasing traffic 
volumes by keeping alternatives routes, like 
Jefferson Street, open.  

Same as above. Avoid increasing traffic 
volumes by keeping alternative routes, 
like Jefferson Street, open.  

107 Not sure Not sure Not sure 
108 Roundabout? bike lane on the uphill stretch from Front to 

Wm Spgs, continuing onto Fort 
wide sidewalks set back from traffic 

109 Have all left turn lanes use yellow arrows give them 30 seconds to a minute of lead time same thing 
110    
111 Not sure   
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112 Better timed lights Protected lane Maintaining sidewalks or bridge 

walkway 
113    
114    
115    
116 Divert traffic away from Warm Sprins. I don't know. I think it's fine. 
117    
118 Wish I knew how, there is getting to be so 

much traffic.  I certainly wouldn't close 
Jefferson and create even more of a mess. 

  

119 Can you free up any space in the last two 
blocks of Warm Springs before Broadway to 
allow more designated turning lanes to form?  
Can you make it so the emergency vehicles 
don't reset the pattern in the lights?  Can you 
stop cars from driving through the 7-11 and 
chiropracter's lots to avoid the light?  And 
while you're at it, contruct an overhead 
walkway for the annoying pedestrian passage 
across Idaho and Main that connects St. Luke's 
to the parking lot behind 7-11.  And make St. 
Luke's pay for it. 

Make real bike lanes--we need room. Is there a way to make an overhead 
passage for the whole zone?  More 
painted lines for safe zones?  Motion-
detector lights spinning/flashing when 
someone is in the crosswalk?   

120 No improvements needed for motorists. Left turn bike lane.   Flashing light crosswalks. 
121 Add a third lane on the east side of Broadway, 

turning right at Warm Springs. Improve 
vision/slow cars approaching the Jefferson 
light, driving south on Ave. B 

Add bike lanes everywhere! Add crosswalk across Ave. B, between 
E. Bannock and St. Lukes. Improve 
vision/slow cars approaching the 
Jefferson light, driving south on Ave. B 
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122 I wouldn't close Jefferson St which would add 

more traffic. The intersection is fine as of 
today.   

  

123 Make sure people aren't parked by stop signs.  Leave bike lanes clear. It's already good 
124    
125    
126    
127    
128    
129   traffic calming measures 
130 Would a roundabout work?  Dedicated/protected bike lanes. Bulb outs from corners to shorten 

distance. Increased frequency of 
pedestrian signals 

131    
132  wider bike lan  
133    
134 The intersection is already pretty good for 

motorists, honestly. It's only an issue when 
there's too many of them (right?), I don't see 
how making it more accommodating will 'fix' 
that. 

Need lanes or slower speed limit on Idaho & 
Main. S Broadway needs some bicycle 
treatment, but I think it's ITD?  

Remove the free right turns. 

135    
136    
137    
138    
139    
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140 Maybe a dedicated right turn lane from 

Broadway to Warm Springs. 
Concentrate them at one intersection Concentrate them to one intersection 

141    
142 Sync lights Bike lanes Buffered sidewalk 
143 unsure Sharrows seem dangerous on this stretch, as 

motorists have so many other traffic issues to 
watch for.  Wish there was enough space for a 
wider bike lane, but that could prove to be 
dangerous as well. 

 

144 Better bike lanes and turn lanes   
145 ok.  I'm ok with a longer wait if it means I 

don't have to risk running over cyclists and 
peds. 

  

146    
147    
148 Right hand turning lane on NB Broadway. Create more designated areas for cyclists 

around the stop lights. 
Foot bridge. 

149 I would keep Jefferson open.   
150    
151  Bicycle lanes and signage is important. Designing a traffic flow that puts a 

priority on pedestrians. 
152    
153  Bike lanes that continue from warm springs.  

Separated bike lane from traffic on Broadway. 
Lit crosswalks to draw attention to 
pedestrians in the crosswalk on East 
and South sides of intersection. 

154    
155 designated right turn lanes from broadway to not sure stop the yield to pedestrians on left 
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Transcription of Comments 
# How would you improve the intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

warm springs, 2 left turn lanes from warm 
springs on to broadway 

turns 

156 Works well but quicker light at lo volume 
hours would help 

bike lane on Jefferson None 

157    
158 Look at whether the traffic lights are too long Enforce the laws and make them use bicycle 

paths and obey traffic regulations  Fine and put 
some in jail if necessary.  They just don't listen. 

Not sure it can be made better for 
them 

159 Don't know restrict access during high traffic periods  
160    
161 turn only lane onto Warm Springs actual bike lane through the intersection onto 

Main 
 

162 Dedicated right turn lane from broadway on 
to warm springs, flashing yellow for left turn 
onto main.   

Bike lane on main from the beginning of the 
right turn lane through the intersection.  

Barnes dance crossings  

163 A dedicated right turn only lane from 
Broadway onto warm springs 

Bike lanes Nothing 

164    
165 Better light management  Better bike lanes and more consistent lanes so 

you can ride to where you go safely.  
 

166    
167    
168 Good question. I'd start by encouraging 

motorists to use other routes when possible. 
Making improvements to Walnut could help 
to alleviate overflow at Broadway/Warm 
Springs/Avenue B.    Improving and keeping 

1) Improving and keeping Jefferson open  2) 
Crossing bridges or tunnels 

1) Improving and keeping Jefferson 
open  2) Crossing bridges or tunnels 
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Jefferson open could also help to take the 
burden off Broadway/Warm Springs/Avenue 
B. 

169 I think the plan will be better once Jefferson is 
vacated.  The current intersection of Ave B 
with Jefferson makes it unsafe. 

I think the plan will be better once Jefferson is 
vacated.  The current intersection of Ave B 
with Jefferson makes it unsafe. 

I think the plan will be better once 
Jefferson is vacated.  The current 
intersection of Ave B with Jefferson 
makes it unsafe. 

170    
171 Find a way to make a right-turn lane on NB 

Broadway to keep traffic flowing. 
Widen existing sidewalks to create shared 
walking and biking lanes.  Perhaps reduce lane 
width (especially center turn lane) a foot or 
two in order to gain space for the path.  Install 
bike-detectors in all left turn lanes (in most 
signal-controlled left turn lanes in Boise) 

Widen existing sidewalks to create 
shared walking and biking lanes.  
Perhaps reduce lane width (especially 
center turn lane) a foot or two in order 
to gain space for the path.  

172  incorporate St. Luke's master plan of additional 
bike lines and add additional bike lanes.   

incorporate St. Luke's master plan of 
wider sidewalks and designated and 
safer bike lanes to keep fast moving 
bicyclists off the sidewalks. 

173 Have two left turn lanes from Warm Springs 
onto Broadway. 

  

174 don't close Jefferson at St. Lukes   
175    
176    
177 turn signal from broadway to warm springs 

(south bound) 
widen a bit for bike lanes at intersection on 
warm springs 

 

178 This might be a good place for a roundabout, 
too keep traffic moving, and eliminate left 
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

turn conflicts between cars and pedestrians. 
179    
180 Have two left lanes from Warm Springs to 

Broadway and 2 right lanes from Broadway to 
Front. 

No idea Same 

181 Block off Warm Springs after the Mesa to 
force Harris Ranch traffic to go the route 
designed for them. 

Block off Warm Springs after the Mesa to force 
Harris Ranch traffic to go the route designed 
for them. 

 

182 Can you? Its an overlly congested intersection 
with little in the way for alternate routes 
other then to make front and myrtle street 
two way streets from 3rd to park maybe.  

  

183 Use traffic calming measures to encourage 
motorists to utilize other routes. 

Create bike lanes through the intersection in 
all directions. 

 

184    
185 Widen Broadway to 4 lanes going north.  Right 

lane dedicated to right turns on Warm Springs 
with pedestrians walking above or below 
street level.  Center two lanes connecting with 
Ave B.  Left lane dedicated to  connect with 
Idaho. 

 Bridge over roadway or tunnel under 
street.  

186  provide bike lanes on Ave. B  
187 I would not close Jefferson. I would not close Jefferson. I would not close Jefferson. 
188   Stop right turn on red. 
189 The lights should be better timed. Put in a green bike lane. Make it visible and 

safe. 
 

190    
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 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 
191    
192    
193 I personally don't think there are any 

problems with the intersection, but as you can 
figure out I think  if Jefferson St. closes it'll be 
a big problem.  There seems to not be very 
much room to expand on some sections 
around Broadway.  

Bike lanes Delayed lights to give pedestrians time 
to cross. 

194 Create incentives for cars to use other routes 
to redistribute traffic. 

Install full/complete bikes on Broadway (from 
University to Fort) and on Warm Springs all to 
way to intersection continuing along Idaho to 
downtown. 

Decrease traffic and not expand 
number of lanes on Broadway and Ave 
B - which would only make it more of a 
barrier to pedestrians - could build 
under/over pass for pedestrians (not 
sure how that would work or 
disabled/elderly). 

195    
196 Make pedestrians and cyclists more visible, 

give them more clearance. 
This is a big concern: how to cross the Avenue 
B/Broadway at Bannock Street? Make a tunnel 
under Avenue B/Broadway at level of Bannock 
Street in order to be able to cross over to the 
East End/Downtown without the "wall" of 
motorists.   Make a wide bike box in front of 
lane at traffic light on Jefferson at Avenue B so 
bicyclists could cross and continue on Jefferson 
and avoid right turning motorists. 

This is wishful thinking but it would be 
nice to route Broadway/Avenue B 
traffic underground so pedestrians 
could cross. 

197    
198 Wider lanes that include bicycle and Fewer vehicles - add useable public Fewer vehicles - add useable public 
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pedestrian access; add useable public 
transportation for East Boise 

transportation for East Boise to make it easier 
to leave our cars at home. 

transportation for East Boise to make it 
easier to leave our cars at home. 

199 Dedicated right turn lane from northbound 
Broadway onto Warm Spring.  Longer left turn 
lane (and longer left turn light) from 
southbound Broadway onto Warm Springs. 

Wider shared lanes and/or dedicated bike 
lanes on north and southbound Broadway.  
Pavement markings on Warm Springs allowing 
cyclists to move from the bike lane to the left 
turn lane to turn onto southbound Broadway.  
Similar markings for moving into the left turn 
lane for turning from southbound Broadway 
onto Warm Springs.  Please don't ever chip 
seal these roads as happened to Park Center 
Blvd.  That was a horrible idea - nice pavement 
torn up and replaced with an inferior surface. 

 

200  Bike lanes on Broadway and get rid of the 
islands. 

Get rid of the islands on the corners 

201 widen Broadway. Coordinate with St Luke 
plans. 

Bike lanes (that don't suddenly end in the 
middle of nowhere). Coordinate with St Luke’s 
plans. 

 

202    
203 Better timing of lights for east/west traffic Better connectivity between bike routes and 

downtown.  
Better/safer staging area to cross to 
from neighborhood. Get rid of concrete 
barriers and planters and such that 
constrict flow and feel like you're 
pinned between traffic and a wall 
waiting for the light to change.  

204  Figure out alternative routes into town from 
Harris Ranch and alternative routes from the 

keep Jefferson Street open. Redirect cyclists to 
that area. Add a 10 foot wide bike lane on both 
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# How would you improve the intersection for: 
 Motorists Bicyclists Pedestrians 

south.  Changing the light progression on Park 
Centre could help. 

sides of warm Springs. 

205 Widen? How is tough. Synchronize the traffic 
signals. More time on North south route. 

  

206 More-reflective paint   
207 Round-a-bout   
208 Increase police presence at intersection and 

ticket those running the red lights. 
Provide a protected lane separated from traffic 
or alternative route. 

Increase police presence at intersection 
and ticket violators. If possible provide 
a pedestrian overpass so people are 
safe. This is a major route for east end 
residents to walk to downtown, 
hospital services, the parks and the 
university.  

209 n/a n/a n/a 
210 Cut traffic off Broadway over to Main and 

Idaho more directly. Keep Jefferson St. 
completely open.  

Do not widen or increase the intersection. 
Have 100% designated bike lanes.  

 

211       
212       
213       
214 discourage traffic through this intersection 

and route Warm Springs traffic to Park Center.   
improve the bike lanes leading into the 
intersection. Use the green bike boxes. 

  

215 Create a right turn only lane when turning 
east off Broadway onto Warm Springs.  Likely 
not possible due to the Chiropractic clinic 
there. 

Bike boxes. Better enforcement by police of 
violators. 

216 First, don't approve the closure of E. Jefferson First, don't approve the closure of E. Jefferson First, don't approve the closure of E. 
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by St. Luke's.  Aside from that: Is there a way 
to divert some traffic to other streets that 
don't use this intersection?  Don't add lanes; it 
will just encourage more and faster traffic. 

by St. Luke's. As a bicyclist I feel much safer on 
E. Jefferson and greatly prefer it to Warm 
Springs or Main Street and Idaho Street.  Since 
there are few businesses along Jefferson, it's a 
smooth ride not just to downtown but all the 
way  from my NE neighborhood to the other 
side of town (27 Str. & the river) where I can 
catch the green belt to return safely.  Aside 
from that: I heard a program on NPR, 
discussing protective measures for urban 
bicyclists.  One measure was the installation at 
intersections of separate traffic lights and a 
special stopping point for bicycle lanes.  I can't 
quite picture this, but apparently it also 
protects the bicyclists from right-turning cars.  

Jefferson by St. Luke's.  As a pedestrian 
I would always avoid the Warm 
Springs/Avenue B intersection and use 
instead E. Jefferson to walk to town or 
even to get to BSU or the stores on 
Front and Myrtle (via 3rd). Aside from 
that: The pedestrian crossings at the 
Warm Springs/Avenue B intersection 
are fine; the problem is inattentive or 
speeding drivers.  The ACHD can't do 
this, but the police should enforce 
speed limits and driving limits much 
more rigorously.  Also, the legal system 
needs to penalize much more severely 
drivers who run over pedestrians in 
crosswalks.   

217 Eliminate blinking yellow left turn signals. I 
like the right hand turn lanes where you can 
go if no traffic is coming. 

    

218       
219 I would widen Jefferson to four lanes. St. 

Lukes should expand going west to second 
street. They can close Bannock through 2nd, 
close 1st and 2nd - that would leave a very 
large area for St. Luke's to expand 

bike lanes on both sides of the street  side walks 

220       
221 Divert traffic to the east of the Mesa to Park Make one continued bike lane.   
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Center 
222   Clear bike lanes and green boxes on Avenue H 

and Broadway, and bike lanes on Warm 
Springs, Main, and Idaho streets.  

  

223   introducing a bike lane or clearly marked path, 
maybe widening the streets slightly. 

maybe flashing lights (on the ground) 
when pedestrians have the right of 
way. improvements in the curvature of 
the road 

224 Dual lefts turn lns, incorporate Left/Thru  
Assuming signalized - graveyard/off peak 
actuation signal calls. 

bike boxes.  Discourage bikes onto Idaho st.  
Route bikes to front, Bannock, Jefferson, State.  
Plenty of #'d streets now two-way.  
Selective/strategic deletion of a few on-street 
parking spaces. 

Armed guards to shoot out vehicle tires 
of those who do not yield to peds. 

225 Change Jefferson to two way traffic through 
most or all of downtown and use it 

Put in bike lanes east/west it's ok but if traffic increases with 
jefferson vacation it's going to be 
dangerious 

226       
227 Longer left turn light from Avenue B to Warm 

Springs 
Eliminate the yellow blinking lights on left 
turns 

Eliminate the yellow blinking lights on 
left turns 

228       
229 Redirect commuters to Park Blvd. Remove 

extra lanes on Ave B so it isn't a thoroughfare 
to the North End.  The amount of traffic needs 
to be reduced not enabled. 

They need separate lanes.  Many of the cyclists 
are wobbly and playing with electronic devices.  
I liked the bike lanes Davis, CA put in as they 
are bright and you can't miss them.  Check 
them out.  I also like really wide sidewalks with 
striping for bikes only. 

Unless the traffic is less, I don't see how 
you can improve it for pedestrians.  No 
free right turns?  They don't look for 
pedestrians.   

230 there is too much traffic converging from   no suggestion.  the auto traffic is the 
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several directions at this intersection, and it is 
not designed to handle.  Traffic gets backed 
up on warm springs as far back as the old 
children's home 

problem 

231   This intersection needs traffic controls for 
cyclists and pedestrians, including stopping ALL 
auto traffic to allow pedestrian / cyclist 
crossing. It also should have flashers built into 
the roadway (think of the intersection by the 
Library). 

  

232 Don't know. Don't know Don't know. 
233 Fewer lanes, separate fro peds and cyclists Protected, BUFFERED lanes Designated sidewalks/lanes for peds 

only 
234 1. The north-south green light is way, way too 

long.  Too much time is spent sitting at the 
intersection with a green north-south signal 
but no traffic going through the intersection.  
2.  Eliminate the free right turn from east 
bound main street on to south bound 
Broadway.  It causes continuing conflicts with 
everything because many drivers using this 
right turn do not yield to other traffic. 

    

235       
236 See what doesn't work above for all 

improvement ideas 
    

237 Consolidate in and out of businesses. And 
force harrisnranch traffic off warm springs 

Separate lanes Lights 
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238 Other than widening the crossing streets, 

studying the left-turns and timing them to 
maximize traffic. 

Enforce traffic rules, including cameras for 
running the red lights. 

Same as 11. 

239 I'm not sure this intersection can be improved 
or should be "improved" to accommodate 
more motorists and would like to see some 
alternative plans for diverting traffic flows 
from this intersection to other arteries. 

Again, the only way to improve this for bicycle 
safety would be to have distinctly separate 
lanes for bicycles (much like the "test" lane 
provided previously for 30 days), with clear, 
defining structure and signage.   

Similar to #1 - separate, safe walking 
paths for foot traffic separated from 
traffic and providing a clear and viable 
option for pedestrian traffic. 

240 n/a bike lanes n/a 
241       
242 Drive less.  St. Luke's needs parking in other 

locations and frequent buses to get to work. 
Wow, that is hard as Broadway is dangerous.  
Would need room for a lane, but then bikes 
must be able to move over lanes to do left 
turns. 

  

243       
244 I would create an option of 2 right turn lanes 

for vehicles turning from Broadway onto Front 
Street.  This would immediately relieve the 
Broadway southbound congestion at 
WS/Broadway intersection. It would also end 
cars jockeying for position to get into 
Broadway's southbound right turn lane.     
Maybe add right turn only lane for 
northbound Broadway traffic turning onto 
Warm Springs. 

Better signage for drivers turning right from 
Main St onto Broadway.  

Better signage for drivers turning right 
from Main St onto Broadway.  

245 make 2 right turn lanes from Broadway/Ave B 
onto Front Street. This would ease back-up 
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pressure into the intersection in question. A 
round-about would be fabulous if there was 
room! 

246 I think it is fine for motorist. I would add another route from Warm Springs 
to the greenbelt somewhere between Maple 
and Broadway. I would also add some lights 
along these routes to it is easier to cross 
(maybe pedestrian only lights like the ones on 
University avenue). I would also take out the 
turn island and make the crosswalk go to 
where you need to go. 

I would add another route from Warm 
Springs to the greenbelt somewhere 
between Walnut and Broadway. I 
would also add some lights along these 
routes to it is easier to cross (maybe 
pedestrian only lights like the ones on 
University avenue). I would also take 
out the turn island and make the 
crosswalk go to where you need to go. 

247       
248   St Luke's plan will improve the intersection for 

bicyclists 
St Luke's plan will improve the 
intersection for pedestrians 

249 I am not a traffic engineer.  But, if I had a 
magic wand, I would reorient the intersection 
so that northbound traffic on Broadway made 
a sweeping left turn onto Idaho street instead 
of continuing onto Avenue B.  Traffic from 
Warm Springs would somehow have to bend 
toward the south and meet such a curve at a 
right angle.  Alternatively, a large traffic circle 
might work.  Space currently dedicated to 
grass between Idaho and Main streets might 
be used for such an intersection. 

A roundabout would probably be the best 
option for bicyclists.  Bicycle lanes on Avenue B 
would be a big improvement. 

Walk signals that automatically light 
whether or not a pedestrian presses 
the button would probably help 
pedestrians unfamiliar with the 
intersection.  A sequence that is 
consistent in terms of left turn traffic 
either all before or all after straight 
traffic would be an improvement.  
Perhaps signs indicating the lights are 
not on a usual sequence would help. 

250 Straighten the geometry where possible. Add bike lanes on all approaches and bike Widen sidewalks, narrow crossings, and 
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boxes where appropriate. making the walk signals part of the 
standard signal phasing (no beg 
button). 
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Map 1 (not staffed) 
 
General: Exponential increase of traffic from east side (commuters, construction, etc.). 

Massive construction and addition of homes. 

Walnut Street:  Increased alternate route due to Broadway/Warm Springs congestion creates 
Walnut neighborhoods difficulty entering exiting (E. Lewis St.) 

Flume:  What about building road over Flume to avoid some congestion around Dona 
Larsen? 

General: Enlarging intersection will dramatically decrease cyclist and pedestrian safety. 

General: Congestion due to sport facility and eating establishments with a lack of 
parking and lack of public understanding parking. 

Warm Springs: Need to carry bike lanes through this segment (between Ave. B and Ave C) 
especially in eastbound direction 

Ave B/Bwy/WS:  Roundabout! 

Fort/Jeff/Reserve:  Lots of traffic in the a.m. towards North Jr. High and Boise High. Lots of near 
misses between vehicles/pedestrians. 

Broadway:  Eliminate traffic backups on southbound Broadway. Change southbound 
Broadway to allow two right-turn lanes to Front Street. 1) Most west lane turns 
into most right lane on Front Street (westbound) 2) Second right turn lane that 
allows Whole Foods shoppers access – but must follow the lights or the drivers 
can continue south on Broadway.  

General:  Safety over convenience. Design for people, not cars. I’d rather wait than 
sacrifice safety.  

Warm Springs:  St. Luke’s traffic blinker on Main before Broadway creates long backups as they 
push button continually. Time it to light on Broadway or eliminate. More 
exercise for employees.  

Map 2: Kate (4:30) 
Broadway/WS: Ped/bike elevated circle 

Warm Springs: Additional right-of-way at intersection, east of Broadway. 

Warm Springs/Bwy: Peds/bikes at Dona Larsen Park 

General:  Shuttle service to hospital 

General:  Need to think about connections for bikes. 

General:  More bike lanes.  

General/Jefferson:  On-street parking is dangerous. 

Reserve/Fort:  Look at this also.  

Reserve/Fort:  Warning signs about traffic light. 
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Ave C:  Widen Ave C only if Jefferson was open. Remove on-street parking.  

Dona Larsen Park:  All four areas stop so everyone gets a chance to cross.  

Jefferson:  Must have Jefferson. Do not close! 

Jefferson: No parking area/sign: blind corner (near Flume). 

Warm Springs:  Light rail? 

Broadway/Front:  Green buffer is good! (Near Whole Foods) 

 

Map 3: Kate (6 p.m.) 
Front:  Put bike facilities on Front.  

Broadway:  Need bike lanes on Broadway for the commuter.  

General:  Wayfinding for direct routes.  

General:  Lots of access points.  

Warm Springs:  Lower speed limit on Warm Springs.  

Walnut:  Whatever you do at intersection will affect Walnut.  

Ave C:  Add bicycle lane on Ave. C. 

Warm Springs:  Unprotected bike lane. 

Broadway:  Protected bike lanes on Broadway. 

Broadway:  Consider realigning Broadway to make it T at Main/Idaho. 

Warm Springs:  Dangerous for bike/ped on crosswalk b/c of free right onto Ave B. 

Warm Springs:  Westbound Warm Springs Avenue three lanes; center should be left/through 
lane.  

 

Map 4: Zach P. (4:30) 
WS/Broadway: Double turn lanes at Warm Springs/Broadway  

2nd St:    Stop parking in the street (Idaho/Bannock and 2nd) 
 

Map 5: Rosemary 
Broadway:  Too much traffic on Broadway. Sometimes wait 2-3 lights.  

Broadway:  Driveway out of Ada County Courthouse is a big traffic movement.  

WS/Main/Bwy: Intersection of Warm Springs, Main Street and Broadway is hard if on bike or 
walking. 

WS/Broadway: When turning left from Warm Springs to Broadway, the left-turn lane can’t get 
to right lane to get onto Front Street. 

Ave B/ Bannock:  No marked crosswalk across Ave. B. Look at Capitol Blvd for example. 
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General:  Greenbelt connectivity. 

General:  Make safe for seniors or disabled. 

Warm Springs: Too much traffic. 

Warm Springs: Can’t make right turn to Avenue B because autos are stacking.  

Warm Springs/Ave B: Merge; no one sees you coming.  
 

Map 4: Kara V. (4:30) 
Warm Springs/Ave B: Consider pedestrian bridge 

Warm Springs:  Intimidating turn for cyclists (Warm Springs turning left to Broadway) 

Broadway:   Cyclists on sidewalk. Add bike lanes.  

Broadway to Front:  Turn creates congestion.  

1st. Street:  Consider making a “cycle track” to avoid Warm Springs/Ave. B intersection.  
 

Map 7: Kara V. (6:00) 
Main/Broadway: Conflict point for motorists (right turn from Main to Broadway). 

Broadway:  Narrow sidewalks along Dona Larsen Field (south of Warm Springs); this is a 
problem on game nights. 

Warm Springs:  Bottleneck; street parking (between Ave B and Ave C). 

Warm Springs:  Cyclists cross over traffic to reach right side of street between 1st Street and 
Broadway.  

Ave B to Bannock:  Heavy left-turn traffic. 

 




